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Landscape+ecology+The$concept$of$habitat$fragmentation$in$ecological$theory$was$first$articulated$by$MacArthur$and$Wilson$(1967:3C4)$in$the$introductory$chapter$of$The$Theory$of$Island$Biogeography:$$ Insularity$is$moreover$a$universal$feature$of$biogeography.$$Many$of$the$principles$graphically$ displayed$ in$ the$ Galapagos$ Islands$ and$ other$ remote$ archipelagos$apply$in$lesser$or$greater$degree$to$all$natural$habitats.$$Consider,$for$example,$the$insular$nature$of$streams,$caves,$gallery$forests,$tide$pools,$taiga$as$it$breaks$up$in$tundra,$and$tundra$as$it$breaks$up$into$taiga.$$The$same$principles$apply,$and$will$apply$ to$ an$ accelerating$ extant$ in$ the$ future,$ to$ formerly$ continuous$ natural$habitats$ now$ being$ broken$ up$ by$ the$ encroachment$ of$ civilization,$ a$ process$graphically$illustrated$by$Curtis’$maps$of$the$changing$woodland$of$Wisconsin…$$$$ When$fragmentation$research$began$in$the$1970s$it$was$resolutely$attached$to$the$metaphoric$analogy$that$fragments$were$equivalent$to$oceanic$islands$surrounded$by$a$sea$of$
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inhospitable$land$(Wiens,$1995a).$$Further,$the$application$of$island$biogeography$to$landscapes$manifested$the$idea$that$species$impoverishment$observed$on$small,$distant$oceanic$islands$is$analogous$to$species$numbers$found$in$humanCmodified$landscapes$(Haila,$2002).$$A$speciesCarea$pattern$dominated$the$theory$of$researchers$where$small$forest$patches$were$equated$with$insolvency$and$extinction$(Haila,$2002).$$Moreover,$forest$fragments$were$depicted$as$islands$embedded$in$a$spatially$homogeneous$landscape$where$a$strict$contrast$existed$between$the$fragment$and$the$surrounding$matrix.$$As$a$consequence,$understanding$how$landscape$variation$affects$ecological$communities$was$largely$ignored$(Simberloff,$1997;$Haila,$2002).$$The$schematic$representation$of$fragmentation$that$had$developed$was$challenged$based$on$theoretical$and$empirical$ecological$advances.$$Ecosystem$equilibrium$assumptions$and$closed$communities$were$eventually$rejected$in$ecology$and$the$importance$of$scale$was$emphasized$(Wiens,$1981;$Delcourt$et$al.,$1983;$Wiens,$1984).$$Because$different$organisms$may$experience$the$same$landscape$in$very$different$ways$(Lindenmayer$et$al.,$2008),$the$relevant$features$of$a$landscape$might$best$be$defined$from$an$organismal$perspective$(Haila,$1990;$Lord$and$Norton,$1990;$Lima$and$Zollner,$1996).$$Landscape$ecology$emerged$as$a$response$to$the$new$ecological$developments:$$$ A$ uniform$ Cartesian$ space$ was$ replaced$ with$ environmental$ heterogeneity;$equilibrium$ assumptions$were$ replaced$with$ spatial$ and$ temporal$ variability$driven$ by$ nonCequilibrium$ processes$ in$ various$ scales;$ and$ an$ unquestioned$search$ for$ universal$ regularities$ was$ replaced$ with$ the$ acknowledgement$ of$spatial$and$temporal$specificity$of$ecological$processes.$(Haila,$2002:329)$$$$ As$described$by$Turner$(2005),$Carl$Troll,$a$German$biogeographer,$first$defined$landscape$ecology$in$1950$(Troll,$1950)$that$emerged$from$the$European$traditions$of$regional$geography$and$vegetation$science.$$But$it$was$not$until$the$1980s$that$North$American$and$Australian$landscape$ecology$developed$with$an$explicit$focus$on$understanding$the$relationship$between$spatial$heterogeneity$and$ecological$processes$(Pickett$and$Cadenasso,$1995;$Turner,$1989;$Turner,$2005).$$Specifically,$landscape$ecology$aims$to$understand$the$effects$of$spatial$pattern$(composition$and$
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configuration)$on$process,$and$thus$landscape$ecology$accounts$for$relevant$spatial$scale$defined$by$the$organism$(Turner,$2005).$$Moreover,$landscape$ecology$extends$beyond$the$single$“patch”$and$addresses$the$entire$landscape$including$elements$of$the$matrix,$the$complex$area$between$forest$patches.$$This$is$a$highly$useful$exemplar$particularly$when$focusing$on$movement$patterns,$dispersal,$and$habitat$use$in$the$context$of$a$larger,$dynamic$landscape$mosaic.$$Furthermore,$because$changes$in$land$use$alter$landscape$composition$and$configuration,$landscape$ecology$and$biological$conservation$are$certainly$linked.$$$Consequently,$as$previously$stated,$the$effects$of$habitat$loss$and$fragmentation$have$received$much$attention$(e.g.$Saunders$et$al.,$1991;$Andren,$1994;$Haila,$2002;$Fahrig,$2003).$$As$such,$a$landscape$ecology$perspective$is$well$integrated$with$ecological$research$(Turner,$2005).$$Yet$prevalent$in$studies$of$small$mammals$(Wolff$et$al.,$1997;$Stapp$and$Van$Horne,$1997;$Bakkar$and$Van$Vuren,$2004;$Gorresen$and$Willig,$2004),$birds$(Aberg$et$al.,$1995;$Belisle$et$al.,$2001;$Stouffer$et$al.,$2006;$Manning$et$al.,$2007;),$amphibians$(Joly$et$al.,$2001;$Lowe$et$al.,$2006)$and$insects$(Condrat$et$al.,$2000;$Jonson$et$al.,$2001;$Goodwin$and$Fahrig,$2002;$Driscoll$and$Weir,$2005;$Benedick$et$al.,$2006;$Winfree$et$al.,$2007),$this$is$an$approach$that$has$yet$to$find$its$way$to$nonChuman$primate$studies$(but$see$Anderson$et$al.,$2007;$AnzuresCDadda$and$Manson,$2007).$$In$one$of$the$few$research$projects$with$a$landscape$ecology$focus,$Anderson$et$al.$(2007)$evaluated$the$use$of$a$heterogeneous$landscape$in$southern$Kenya$by$the$Angola$blackCandCwhite$colobus$(Colobus'angolensis'palliatus).$$The$results$specify$that$the$use$of$the$matrix$between$forest$fragments$by$the$colobus$was$related$to$the$amount$of$both$vegetation$greater$than$six$meters$and$to$food$tree$cover$indicating$the$importance$of$using$a$landscape$level$approach$to$habitat$management.$$The$lack$of$primate$research$focusing$on$spatial/landscape$ecology$demonstrates$the$disciplinary$divide.3$$$
                                                3$The$Stability$of$Altered$Forest$Ecosystems$Project$(SAFE$Project)$has$recently$been$developed$(Ewers$et$al,$2011)$in$Malaysian$Borneo$that$has$arisen$due$to$opportunity$from$palm$oil$plantation$expansion.$$This$longCterm$scientific$experiment$was$generated$to$address$questions$
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Central$to$my$argument$is$that$the$focus$of$much$primate$research$has$been$on$habitat$loss$and$not$fragmentation$and$spatial$heterogeneity$per'se.''As$a$result,$different$spatial$configurations$of$habitat$across$the$landscape$and$its$effects$on$primate$species$persistence$remain$unspecified.$$The$union$of$primatology$with$the$discipline$of$landscape$ecology$is$necessary$given$the$need$for$a$greater$understanding$of$landscape$structure$and$pattern$and$its$effects$on$ecological$process$in$the$study$of$nonChuman$primates.$$Effective$conservation$management$requires$a$distinction$between$the$effects$of$habitat$area$and$configuration$on$the$population$and$behavioral$ecology$of$a$range$of$organisms.$$The$influence$of$distinct$landscape$characteristics$and$quantifying$the$heterogeneity$pattern$of$the$landscape$are$important$components$to$ultimately$understanding$process$and$habitat$use$by$biota$(Fahrig,$2003).$$A$powerful$application$of$landscape$ecology$to$gain$a$greater$understanding$of$forest$fragment$biology$lies$within$its$maps,$images,$spatial$statistics,$and$ecological$modeling.$$Geographic$information$systems$(GIS)$is$an$effective$tool$for$integrating$information$and$depicting$both$real$and$synthetic$landscape$patterns$(Wiens,$2002).$$Moreover,$GIS$is$an$authoritative$conservation$tool$evidenced$by$the$speed$and$accuracy$of$GPS/GIS$technology$and$ability$to$address$important$empirical$and$theoretical$conservation$issues.$$GIS$enables$the$acquisition,$storage,$analysis,$and$display$of$vegetation$mapping$and$ecological$spatial$data$of$different$environments.$$GIS$applications$are$valuable$in$illustrating$the$spatial$and$altitudinal$distribution$of$biodiversity,$differential$habitat$use$by$individuals$and$populations,$and$subsequent$identification$of$conservation$priority$hotspots$(e.g.$Campbell,$1994;$Smith$et$al.,$1997;$Miller$et$al.,$2004;$Irwin$et$al.,$2005;$Bergi$et$al.,$2007).$$The$production$of$a$visual$map$facilitates$the$generation$of$patterns$from$complex$landscape$data$and$is$important$in$providing$conservation$authorities$with$up$to$date$information$on$critical$habitat$use$by$biodiversity$and$local$communities.$$$
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7 695.414 99.345 5.689 <.0001 39.825 1.000
240 4190.865 17.462
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value Lambda Pow er
Patch
Residual










103 12.621 9.474 .933
104 14.913 11.135 1.092
77 15.913 10.628 1.211
38 12.737 7.934 1.287
79 13.481 7.442 .837
100 12.160 7.465 .747
131 13.237 7.458 .652
94 11.521 9.335 .963









Means Table for dbh (cm)
Effect: Patch
7 1286.429 183.776 2.275 .0270 15.922 .847
718 58011.113 80.795
DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Value P-Value Lambda Pow er
Patch
Residual































































































32 9.433 2.406 .425
25 7.928 3.191 .638
40 9.466 5.070 .802
55 11.369 5.579 .752
19 5.849 2.487 .571
39 7.046 3.403 .545
23 9.174 4.385 .914
15 9.625 2.796 .722







































2.753 2.472 .0291 S
1.677 2.318 .1559
3.392 2.511 .0082 S
3.176 3.499 .0751
2.432 2.826 .0916
3.753 2.676 .0060 S
2.676 2.534 .0385 S








































Fisher's PLSD for dbh (cm)
Effect: Patch
Significance Level: 5 %
1.505 2.197 .1785
-.034 1.952 .9728
-1.936 1.830 .0382 S
3.584 2.384 .0034 S









-1.902 1.711 .0294 S
3.618 2.294 .0021 S
2.420 1.852 .0107 S
.292 2.154 .7893
-.159 2.492 .9003
5.520 2.191 <.0001 S
4.322 1.723 <.0001 S
2.195 2.044 .0354 S
1.744 2.398 .1533
-1.198 2.303 .3066
-3.325 2.552 .0109 S
-3.776 2.843 .0094 S
-2.127 2.164 .0540
-2.579 2.501 .0434 S
-.451 2.732 .7453





























Fisher's PLSD for Height (m)
Effect: Patch



















Attribute( Χ2(Value( p( C( %(of(Max*(
Ravinalas( 100.8$ <0.0001$ 0.76$ 80.7$




65.3$ <0.0001$ 0.69$ 74.3$
Palms( 50.4$ <0.0001$ 0.58$ 62.3$























































PATCH$ MALAGASY$TREE$ NUMBER$ FAMILY$ SPECIES$GUAVA$ AMBONAMBONA$ 10$ ARALIACEAE$ POLYSCIAS'SP'GUAVA$ LIANNA$ 34$ ?$ ?'GUAVA$ GUAVA$ 339$ MYRTACEAE$ PSIDIUM'CATTLEIANUM'GUAVA$ HAZOAMBO$ 5$ ANNONACEAE$ XYLOPIAS'SPP'GUAVA$ LENDENA$ 4$ GENTIANACEAE$ ANTHOCLEISTA'AMPLEXICAULIS'GUAVA$ MAKARANANA$ 8$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ MACARANGA'HISPIDA'GUAVA$ RAVINALA$ 33$ STRELITZIACEAE$ RAVENALA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'GUAVA$ SADOKA$BERAVINA$ 6$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTNERA'SP'GUAVA$ SADOKA$KELIRAVINA$ 4$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTNERA'SP'GUAVA$ TARANTANA$ 4$ ANACARDIACEAE$ MICHRONYCHIA'MACROPHILIA'GUAVA$ TSIPATIKA$ 14$ MORACEAE$ STREBLUS'SPP'GUAVA$ VINTANONA$ 4$ CLUSIACEAE$ CALOPHLLUM'SP'
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Table(3.10(Averages(of(daily(temperature(and(humidity(fluctuations(in(Patch(Guava($ 8:00$AM$ 12:00$PM$ 3:00$PM$HUMIDITY$AVERAGE$ 89.5%$ 89.8%$ 88.8%$TEMPERATURE$AVERAGE$ 68.4°F$ 72.1°F$ 72.7°F$$
Guava(Patch(Comparison$The$guava$patch$is$the$only$patch$to$have$such$a$high$density$of$guava$trees.$$The$guava$has$the$lowest$number$of$1C5$cm$and$11C20$cm$dbh$trees$and$one$of$the$lowest$numbers$of$6$to$10$cm$and$21+$cm$dbh$trees$(Table$3.11).$$A$majority$of$the$larger$dbh$trees$were$ravinala$palms.$$The$lack$of$1C5$cm$dbh$nonCguava$trees$may$be$due$to$the$large$abundance$of$1C5$cm$dbh$guava$trunks,$which$monopolize$the$space$and$subsequently$suffocate$out$other$nonCguava$vegetation.$$There$is$also$a$fairly$high$density$of$lianas$in$comparison$to$the$other$patches$contributing$to$the$dense$understory$vegetation$(Table$3.14).$$




Table(3.13(Spatial(distributions(of(trees(of(varying(dbh(in(guava(patch(6$TO$10$CM$DBH$ 11$TO$20$CM$DBH$ 21+$CM$DBH$EQUAL/CLUMPED$<1$TO$2C3M$ EQUAL$3.8$M$ CLUMPED$1$TO$3C4$$$
Table(3.14(Guava(patch(characteristics(presented(as(average(number(per(100(m2(
RAVINALA$$ TEMP$LOW$C$HIGH$ HERBS$$ NEW$GROWTH$≤$0.3M$ NEW$GROWTH$1.25$TO$1.9$M$ LIANAS$8.25$(RANGE$3$C$12)$ 62.2°F$83°F$ 6.2$(RANGE$0$–$11)$ 1.4$(RANGE$0$–$6)$ 1.6$(RANGE$0C3)$ 10.8$(RANGE$7$C14)$
(




















PATCH$ MALAGASY$TREE$ NUMBER$ FAMILY$ SPECIES$800C900$ GUAVA$ 5$ MYRTACEAE$ PSIDIUM'CATTLEIANUM'800C900$ HASINA$KELIRAVINA$ 5$ CONVALLARIACEAE$ DRACAENA'REFLEXA'800C900$ LIANNE$ 41$ ?$ ?'800C900$ HAZOMAINTY$ 7$ EBENACEAE$ DIOSPYROS'SP'800C900$ LALOTONA$ 15$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ ANTHOSTEMA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'800C900$ LAZALAZA$ 5$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ CROTON'NOBILIS'800C900$ MAKARANANA$ 10$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ MACARANGA'HISPIDA'800C900$ MAMPAY$ 10$ FABACEAE$ CYNOMETRA'SPP'800C900$ RARA$ 7$ MYRISTICACEAE$ BRONCHONEURA'SP'800C900$ RAVINALA$ 19$ STRELITZIACEAE$ RAVENALA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'800C900$ SADOKA$KELIRAVINA$ 9$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTNERA'SP'800C900$ TARANTANA$ 6$ ANACARDIACEAE$ MICHRONYCHIA'MACROPHILIA'800C900$ TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 11$ LAURACEAE$ CRYPTOCARYA'SP'800C900$ TSIPATIKA$ 5$ MORACEAE$ STREBLUS'SPP'800C900$ VOAPAKA$KELIRAVINA$ 13$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ UAPACA'LOUVELLII'800C900$ VONGO$BE$RAVINA$ 5$ CLUSIACEAE$ RHEEDIA'SPP'
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Temperature/Humidity(in(Patch(800`900($At$800/900$meters$the$temperature$ranged$from$64.4°F$to$83°F$with$the$hottest$temperatures$in$October$and$November$(Table$3.17).$$The$lowest$temperatures$occurred$in$October$(65°F).$$The$humidity$remained$fairly$constant$June$to$November$from$66%$to$95.5%.$$Patch$800C900$has$the$lowest$average$temperatures$of$any$of$the$patches.$$
Table(3.17(Averages(of(daily(temperature(and(humidity(fluctuations(in(Patch(Guava$$ 8:00$AM$ 12:00$PM$ 3:00$PM$HUMIDITY$AVERAGE$ 91.3%$ 85.7%$ 83.7%$TEMPERATURE$AVERAGE$ 67.8°F$ 72.4°F$ 72.2°F$$
800`900(Patch(Comparison(This$transitional$zone$exhibits$different$characteristics$among$the$plots$with$a$variety$of$vegetative$substrates.$$The$density$of$1C5$cm$and$6C10$cm$dbh$trees$are$on$the$higher$end$of$the$spectrum$in$comparison$to$the$density$of$these$trees$in$other$patches$(Tables$3.9,$3.17).$$The$density$of$11$–$20$cm$and$21+$cm$dbh$are$not$as$abundant$as$the$smaller$dbh$trees$in$this$patch$and$in$comparison$to$the$other$patches;$the$number$of$larger$dbh$trees$is$also$less$overall$in$patch$800C900$(Table$3.18).$
Table(3.18(Average(number(of(varying(dbh(trees(within(100(m2(in(the(800C900$patch.$














RAVINALA$$$ TEMP$LOW$C$HIGH$ HERBS$$ NEW$GROWTH$≤$0.3M$$
NEW$GROWTH$1.25$C1.9$M$$ LIANAS$$









Table(3.23(Averages(of(daily(temperature(and(humidity(fluctuations(in(Patch(1600($ 8:00$AM$ 12:00$PM$ 3:00$PM$HUMIDITY$AVERAGE$ 96.2%$ 95.6%$ 94.5%$TEMPERATURE$AVERAGE$ 64.4°F$ 66.3°F$ 66.0°F$$
1600(Patch(Comparison$$$Patch$1600$is$distinctive$in$its$high$density$of$equally$spaced$1C5$cm$dbh$trees.$$This$patch$has$the$highest$number$on$average$per$100$m2$(Table$3.24).$$In$contrast,$this$area$has$one$of$the$lowest$densities$of$6$to$10$cm$dbh$trees$(Table$3.24).$$The$average$number$of$11C20$cm$dbh$trees$is$relatively$high$while$that$of$21+$cm$dbh$trees$is$relatively$low$(Table$3.24).$The$larger$dbh$trees$tend$to$be$clumped$and$more$widely$dispersed$(Table$3.26).$$
 









Table(3.27(1600(patch(characteristics(presented(as(average(number(per(100(m2(RAVINALA$$ TEMP$LOW$C$HIGH$ HERBS$$ NEW$GROWTH$≤$0.3M$$ NEW$GROWTH$1.25C1.9$M$$ LIANAS$$ FALLEN$DEAD$TREES$ PALMS$0.5$(RANGE$0$–$1)$ 63.0°F$70.8°F$ 13.3$(RANGE$3$C$32$ 2.0$(RANGE$1$–$5)$ 2$(RANGE$1$–$3)$ 25.0$(RANGE$16$C34)$ 0.25$(RANGE$0C1)$ 0.75$(RANGE$0$C1)$
(
PATCH(SAHABEFOZA:$$Sahabefoza$is$an$interesting$patch$in$that$the$adjacent$area$consists$of$a$large$expanse$of$longoza$(Family$Zinziberaceae,$Afromomum'angustifolium).$$The$longoza$field$is$approximately$30$meters$wide$and$700$meters$long.$$$The$longoza$continues$to$the$west$down$a$very$steep$slope$until$it$ends$at$the$river’s$edge$of$the$Ivoloina$River.$$In$the$distance$from$the$patch$there$are$several$21.9$meter$trees$growing$on$the$periphery$of$the$longoza$field.$$$There$are$also$two$smaller$169$m2$areas$of$longoza$in$the$point$count$area.$$One$longoza$area$grows$on$the$slope$and$the$other$farther$down$in$the$valley.$$$Longoza$is$a$cardamom$plant$that$is$evidence$of$past$agricultural$encroachment$inside$of$the$reserve.$$This$plant$colonizes$open$gaps$in$the$forest$and$can$be$found$growing$in$varying$sized$patches$to$just$a$few$single$plants$growing$randomly$throughout$the$forest.$$Longoza$grows$up$to$2.5$meters$tall$and$there$can$be$as$many$as$10$stalks$in$one$square$meter.$$Mazomboty,$another$colonizing,$but$viney$plant,$is$often$packed$in$and$around$the$longoza$creating$a$very$dense$wall$of$





















Table(3.32(Spatial(distributions(of(trees(of(varying(dbh(in(1600(patch(6$TO$10$CM$DBH$ 11$TO$20$CM$DBH$ 21+$CM$DBH$EQUAL$1$METER$ EQUAL$1$TO$2$METERS$ CLUMPED$2$TO$7$METERS$$ The$average$number$of$ravinala$palms$per$100$m2,$and$even$more$so,$the$number$of$apanga/pandanus$palms$is$relatively$high$(Table$3.33).$$The$amount$of$herbaceous$ground$cover$is$quite$dense$but$the$taller$new$growth$treelets$are$sparse$(Table$3.33).$
Table(3.33(Sahabefoza(patch(characteristics(presented(as(average(number(per(100(m2(
RAVINALA$$ TEMP$LOW$C$HIGH$ HERBS$$ NEW$GROWTH$≤$0.3M$$ NEW$GROWTH$1.25C1.9M$$ LIANAS$$ STANDING$DEAD$TREES$ FALLEN$DEAD$TREES$ PALMS$2.3$(RANGE$$1C5)$ 64.0°F$$75.0°F$ 6.8$(RANGE$1C$15)$ 0.5$(RANGE$0$–$2)$ 0.8$(RANGE$0$–$3)$ 21$(RANGE$14$C$29$ 0.5$(RANGE$$0$–$2)$ 0.8$(RANGE$0$–$1)$ 1.6$(RANGE$1$–$14)$
(
PATCH(FARA:((The(Fara$point$count$area$is$located$in$a$valley$with$a$relatively$flat$slope$(5$to$22$degrees)$and$near$a$small$stream.$$There$are$four$canopy$layers.$$The$lower$4.8$–$5.6$meter$canopy$has$small$gaps$and$is$not$continuous.$$There$are$fewer$1C5$cm$dbh$(26.5/100$m2)$and$6C10$cm$dbh$(5.5/100$m2)$trees$in$Fara$creating$a$less$dense$understory,$allowing$for$more$vertical$space$at$lower$levels.$$The$6C10$cm$dbh$trees$are$spatially$clumped$(<1$to$2C3$meters$apart)$whereas$the$11C










( 8:00(AM( 12:00(PM( 3:00(PM(HUMIDITY$AVERAGE$ 95.5%$ 91.3%$ 90.7%$TEMPERATURE$AVERAGE$ 66.0°F$ 68.5°F$ 68.6°F$$
Fara(Patch(Comparison(Fara$is$a$less$undulating$patch$(slope$range$5°$to$22°)$itself$situated$between$very$steep$inclines$(42°)$in$all$directions.$$Fara$is$rather$eclectic$in$that$giant$bamboo$grows$in$patches$here,$there$is$a$small$stream$running$through$the$northern$portion$of$the$patch$that$is$adjacent$to$a$4$m2$area$of$longoza,$and$the$tallest$emergent$trees$grow$here.$$There$is$a$moderate$density$of$1C5$cm$and$21+$cm$dbh$trees$and$the$lowest$density$of$6C10$cm$dbh$trees$compared$to$these$same$densities$in$other$patches.$$This$patch$has$one$of$the$highest$densities$of$11C20$cm$dbh$trees$(the$other$being$Patch$Sahakoho)$(Table$3.36).((The$sparse$6C10$cm$dbh$trees$are$spatially$clumped$at$1$to$3C4$meters$while$the$11C20$cm$dbh$trees$are$equally$distributed$much$closer$at$one$meter$apart.$$The$larger$dbh$trees$are$also$clumped$at$1$to$4C5$meters$(Table$3.38).$
FARA$ HAZOMAINTY$ 7$ EBENACEAE$ DIOSPYROS'SP'FARA$ HAZONDOMOINA$ 4$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ TANNODIA'SP'FARA$ MAMPAY$ 5$ FABACEAE$ CYNOMETRA'SPP'FARA$ RARA$ 4$ MYRISTICACEAE$ BRONCHONEURA'SP'FARA$ RAVINALA$ 0$ STRELITZIACEAE$ RAVENALA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'FARA$ SADOKA$BERAVINA$ 4$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTNERA'SP'FARA$ TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 10$ LAURACEAE$ CRYPTOCARYA'SP'FARA$ VOAPAKA$KELIRAVINA$ 4$ CLUSIACEAE$ UAPACA'LOUVELLII''FARA$ VONGO$BERAVINA$ 4$ CLUSIACEAE$ RHEEDIA'SPP'
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$Table(3.36(Average(number(of(varying(dbh(trees(within(100(m2(in(the(Fara(patch(





Table(3.38(Spatial(distribution(of(trees(of(varying(dbh(in(Patch(Fara(6$TO$10$CM$DBH$ 11$TO$20$CM$DBH$ 21+$CM$DBH$CLUMPED$1$TO$3C4$METERS$ EQUAL$1$METER$ CLUMPED$1$TO$4C5$METERS$$$ There$are$no$ravinala$palms$and$the$density$of$other$palm$species$is$also$low.$$Fara$has$one$of$highest$densities$of$herbaceous$new$growth$(Table$3.39).$$There$are$no$dead$or$fallen$trees.$$The$density$of$lianas$is$towards$the$lower$end$of$the$spectrum.$$$$$$
CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$1$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$2$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$3$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$4$ EMERGENT$TREE$HEIGHT$4.0$M$(RANGE$2.2$–$7.8)$ 7.8$M$(RANGE$8.1$–$10.1)$ 15.0$M$(RANGE$14.1$–$16.1)$ 19.7$M$(RANGE$19.1$–$20.3)$ 31.3$M$(N$=1)$
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Table(3.39(Fara(patch(characteristics(presented(as(average(number(per(100(m2(







Table(3.40(Common(trees(found(in(patch(Betakonona(PATCH$ MALAGASY$TREE$ NUMBER$ FAMILY$ SPECIES$BETAKONONA$ ANTAFARA$ 13$ APOCYNACEAE$ PETCHIA'SP'BETAKONONA$ AZININA$ 12$ CLUSIACEAE$ SYMPHONIA'SP'BETAKONONA$ GUAVA$ 0$ MYRTACEAE$ PSIDIUM'CATTLEIANUM'BETAKONONA$ HAZOMAINTY$ 4$ EBENACEAE$ DIOSPYROS'SP'BETAKONONA$ HAZONDOMOINA$ 13$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ TANNODIA'SP'BETAKONONA$ MAMPAY$ 6$ FABACEAE$ CYNOMETRA'SPP'BETAKONONA$ RAMY$ 7$ BURSERACEAE$ CANARIUM'MADAGASCARIENSIS'BETAKONONA$ RARA$ 9$ MYRISTICACEAE$ BRONCHONEURA'SP'BETAKONONA$ RAVINALA$ 0$ STRELITZIACEAE$ RAVENALA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'BETAKONONA$ TSIPATIKA$ 4$ MORACEAE$ STREBLUS'SPP'BETAKONONA$ VADIOANDRO$ 5$ ?$ ?'BETAKONONA$ VONGO$KELIRAVINA$ 70$ CLUSIACEAE$ RHEEDIA'SPP'$
Temperature/Humidity(in(Patch(Betakonona:$$At$Betakonona$the$humidity$ranged$from$87%$in$June$to$94.8%$in$August$and$95.5%$in$September$(Table$3.41).$$The$hottest$temperatures$were$in$June$(67°F),$October$(71°F),$and$November$(71°F).$$The$coolest$temperatures$were$in$August$and$September$at$around$63°F.$$










CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$1$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$2$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$3$ EMERGENT$TREE$HEIGHT$4.6$M$(RANGE$3.2$–$5.6)$ 8.7$M$(RANGE$6.3$–$10.9)$ 17.8$M$(RANGE$15.6$–$20.2)$ NO$EMERGENTS$
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Table(3.47(Averages(of(daily(temperature(and(humidity(fluctuations(in(Patch(Zubenubi$$ 8:00$AM$ 12:00$PM$ 3:00$PM$HUMIDITY$AVERAGE$ 94.6%$ 86.8%$ 83.1%$TEMPERATURE$AVERAGE$ 67.4°F$ 70.9°F$ 70.8°F$
(
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CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$1$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$2$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$3$ EMERGENT$TREE$HEIGHT$5.9$M$(RANGE$5$–$6.3)$ 9.1$M$(7.5$–$10.3)$ 12.3$M$(11.3$–$13.1)$ 19.4$(17.5$–$20.3)$









MALAGASY$NAME$ NUMBER$ FAMILY$ SPECIES$AFOMENA$ 3$ MALVACEAE$ DOMBEYA'SP'AFOPOTSY$ 2$ MALVACEAE$ GREWIA'SP'AMBONAMBONA$ 3$ ARALIACEAE$ POLYSCIAS'SP'ANTAFONANA$ 4$ LAURACEAE$ OCOTEA'SP'GUAVA$ 7$ MYRTACEAE$ PSIDIUM'CATTLEIANUM'LALOTINA$ 104$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ ANTHOSTEMA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'MAROANDRO$ 2$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ BLOTIA'SP'PALLISANDRE$ 4$ FABACEAE$ DALBERGIA'GRAVEANA'RAMY$ 3$ BURSERACEAE$ CANARIUM'MADAGASCARIENSIS'RARA$ 8$ MYRISTICACEAE$ BRONCHONEURA'SP'RAVINALA$ 12$ STRELITZIACEAE$ RAVENALA'MADAGASCARIENSIS'SADOKA$KELIRAVINA$ 3$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTNERA'SP'SOMOTRONANA$ 3$ SAPINDACEAE$ STADMANIA'SP'TROVA$ 4$ MORACEAE$ TRECULIA'SP'VOANTSILANA$ 2$ ARALIACEAE$ POLYSCIAS'SP'
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August$(64.6°F)$and$September$(63.9°F).$$Patch$Sahakoho$has$one$of$the$highest$temperature$averages$overall$(the$other$being$patch$guava).$$$
Table(3.53(Averages(of(daily(temperature(and(humidity(fluctuations(in(Patch(Zubenubi$$ 8:00AM$ 12:00PM$ 3:00PM$HUMIDITY$AVERAGE$ 94.4%$ 86.2%$ 87.6%$TEMPERATURE$AVERAGE$ 68.5°F$ 70.5°F$ 70.6°F$$
Sahakoho(Patch(Comparison(The$density$of$1C5$cm$dbh$trees$in$Patch$Sahakoho$is$moderateCtoChigh$in$comparison$to$the$other$patches$(Table$3.54).$$The$densities$of$6C10$cm,$11C20$cm,$and$21+$cm$dbh$trees$are$the$highest$in$this$patch$compared$to$the$other$patches$quantified$in$this$research$(Table$3.54).$$The$6C10$cm$and$11$–$20$cm$dbh$trees$are$equally$spaced$at$less$than$1$meter$apart$while$the$21+$cm$dbh$trees$are$equally$spaced$at$1$to$2$meters$apart$(Table$3.56).$$Guava$plants$are$starting$to$spread$further$north$into$this$patch$with$a$total$of$seven$new$trees$in$the$quantified$area$of$Patch$Sahakoho.($Table(3.54(Average(number(of(varying(dbh(trees(within(100(m2(in(the(Sahakoho(patch$1$TO$5$CM$DBH$$ 6$TO$10$CM$DBH$$ 11$TO$20$CM$DBH$$ 21+$CM$DBH$$28.8$(RANGE$23$C$33)$ 19.3$(RANGE$12$–$23)$ 14.3$(RANGE$9$–$18)$ 6.8$(RANGE$4$–$10)$
($ The$canopy$height$of$layer$one$is$one$of$the$tallest$(the$other$patch$being$Zubenubi$(Table$3.55)$and$the$canopy$heights$of$layers$two$and$three$are$the$tallest$in$comparison$to$the$other$patches.$$There$is$only$one$emergent$tree$(Table$3.55).$$The$height$of$canopy$layer$one$is$connected$while$canopy$layers$two$and$three$are$connected$with$some$small$gaps.$
(((Table(3.55(Average(canopy(heights(in(Sahakoho(patch(CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$1$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$2$ CANOPY$HEIGHT$LAYER$3$ EMERGENT$TREE$HEIGHT$5.4$M$$(RANGE$3.5$–$6.7)$ 11.8$M$$(RANGE$8.4$–$15.3)$ 16.4$M$ 19.1$M$
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((((((((




STANDING$DEAD$TREES$ FALLEN$DEAD$TREES$ PALMS$3$(RANGE$$1$–$5)$ 64°F$73°F$
4.4$(RANGE$4.8$–$6.8)$




guava$and$one$of$the$shorter$canopy$heights.$$It$also$has$the$widest$gaps$in$the$canopy$among$the$taller$canopy.$$Due$to$the$lack$of$and$or$erratic$nature$of$the$canopy$cover$here$the$temperature$was$one$of$the$hottest$in$comparison$to$the$other$patches.$$There$are$very$few$nonCguava$trees$in$this$patch$with$the$majority$of$the$available$substrates$consisting$of$5C7cm$dbh$oblique$and$horizontal$clustered$branches$that$overwhelm$the$vertical$space.$$The$other$common$tree$in$this$patch$is$the$ravinala$palm.$$As$such,$tree$composition$diversity$is$low$in$the$guava.$$This$patch$is$also$in$close$proximity$to$the$local$village,$Rendrirendry.$$ Patch$800C900$is$the$most$variable$patch$in$terms$of$vegetative$substrates.$$It$is$in$a$transition$zone$between$the$guava/degraded$forest$and$areas$of$primary$forest.$$Canopy$height$is$still$relatively$low$but$has$increased$from$the$guava$patch.$$There$is$also$a$relatively$high$number$of$patchily$distributed$ravinala$palms$and$some$persistent$guava$trees.$$This$patch$also$consists$of$frequent$(25%/100$m2)$pockets$of$viney$bamboo$often$growing$around$the$abundant$dead$fallen$and$dead$standing$trees.$$ Patch$1600$has$the$highest$abundance$of$1C5$cm$dbh$(nonCguava$trees)$equally$spaced$trees$and$the$lowest$abundance$of$6C10cm$dbh$trees.$$Ravinalas$are$rare$and$there$is$no$guava$or$bamboo$growth.$$It$has$some$of$the$tallest$canopy$heights$for$all$three$layers.$$Liana$growth$is$also$abundant.$$ Patch$Sahabefoza$is$the$only$patch$with$extensive$longoza$fields$in$close$proximity.$$In$addition,$guava$grows$in$pockets$throughout$the$patch.$$It$also$has$the$closest$proximity$to$a$small$river$that$runs$20$meters$north$of$the$patch$boundary.$$The$slope$of$the$landscape$is$also$variable$ranging$from$5$degrees$in$the$valley$to$a$36$degree$incline$in$some$parts.$$One$of$the$higher$abundances$of$6C10$cm$dbh$trees$occurs$here$while$the$other$tree$diameter$categories$are$lower$in$comparison$to$other$patches.$$The$first$canopy$layer$is$among$the$shortest,$as$well$as$the$second$and$third$layers.$$There$are$also$abundant$palm$species$(ravinala$and$pandanus)$growing$here.$Patch$Fara$has$a$sparse$understory$allowing$for$more$vertical$space$at$lower$levels.$$It$is$the$only$patch$to$have$four$consistent$canopy$layers$and$the$only$patch$to$have$small$
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Guava( 87$ 1$ 1$ 1$
1600( 56$ 2$ 0.43$ 0.87$
Sahabefoza( 41$ 2$ 0.41$ 0.82$
Zubenubi( 52$ 2$ 0.37$ 0.74$
Sahakoho( 22$ 3$ 0.17$ 0.52$
800`900( 50$ 3$ 0.16$ 0.47$
Fara( 55$ 4$ 0.11$ 0.42$
Betakonona( 28$ 3$ 0.13$ 0.39$
Simpson’s Index = !Σ !!"!"!!  
n = the total number of organisms of a particular taxon in an area 
N= the total number of organisms of all taxa in an area 
0 = infinite diversity 








DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/14/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
6/14/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 2$FEMALE$3$MALE$
6/14/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 2$FEMALE$3$MALE$
6/14/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 1$MALE$4$FEMALE$
6/14/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 1$MALE$4$FEMALE$
6/23/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 8$ 4$MALE$4$FEMALE$
6/23/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$MALE$2$FEMALE$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 6$ ?$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$MALE$2$FEMALE$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 8$ 2$FEMALE$4$MALE$
6/24/09( BROOKESIA' 0$ 1$ MALE$
6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 2$MALE$
Table(4.2(Animals(observed(in(the(guava(from(point(counts(
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6/24/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 2$FEMALE$
6/24/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
7/29/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 8$ 4$MALE$4$FEMALE$
7/29/09( EULEMUR' 0$ >20$ ?$
8/18/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 2$MALE$
8/18/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
8/18/09( BROOKESIA' 0$ 1$ MALE$
9/5/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 2$FEMALE$3$MALE$
9/5/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
10/10/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 1$ 1$MALE$
10/10/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
10/10/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
10/21/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 2$FEMALE$
10/21/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$MALE$2$FEMALE$
10/21/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
11/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$












DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/17/09( ACCIPITER' 0$ 1$ ?$
6/17/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >10$ ?$
6/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/17/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 2$ 1$FEMALE$1$MALE$
6/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 3$FEMALE$2$MALE$
6/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$FEMALE$2$MALE$
6/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ 1$FEMALE$2$MALE$
6/27/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 1$FEMALE$3$MALE$
6/27/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >10$ ?$
6/27/09( SALANOIA' 0$ 1$ ?$
7/6/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$2$MALE$
8/15/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 2$ ?$
8/15/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$2$MALE$
Table 4.3 Summary of lemur composition and abundance found in guava patch during 
point counts. 











8/29/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 2$MALE$
10/10/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 4$ ?$
10/21/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 1$ 1$MALE$
10/21/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 4$ ?$
11/17/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 4$ ?$




















DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/12/09( NESOMYS' 0$ 2$ ?$
6/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$MALE$2$FEMALE$
6/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$MALE$2$FEMALE$
6/12/09( COUA' 0$ 4$ ?$
6/22/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$MALE$2$FEMALE$
7/3/09( CRYPTOPROCTA' 0$ 2$ ?$
7/4/09( COUA' 0$ 2$ ?$
7/4/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 8$ 4$MALE$4$FEMALE$
8/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 1$MALE$3$FEMALE$
8/17/09( NESOMYS' 0$ 1$ ?$
8/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
8/25/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 3$ 2$FEMALE$1$MALE$
9/1/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$MALE$2$FEMALE$
10/9/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$MALE$2$FEMALE$
10/12/09( SALANOINA' 0$ 2$ ?$
10/12/09( NO$LEMURS$ 0$ 0$ ?$
10/12/09( POTAMOCHOERUS' 0$ 1$ ?$
10/20/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 1$ 1$MALE$
11/23/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 7$ 3$MALE$4$FEMALE$








consumption,$the$brown$lemurs$still$rested$in$and$used$these$trees$to$move.$$Closer$to$the$river,$in$the$valley$area$of$this$patch,$the$brown$lemurs$frequently$rested$in$a$molanga$(Dombya$sp.)$tree.$$$$ When$the$brown$lemurs$moved,$the$lemurs$often$headed$to$the$west$using$the$smaller$trees$and$low$lying$liana$tangles$lining$the$longoza$field.$$Alternatively,$the$lemurs$moved$north$towards$the$valley$and$then$headed$east$before$reaching$the$river.$$At$this$point$they$moved$again$through$the$low$lying$trees/shrubs$and$liana$tangles$adjacent$to$a$smaller$patch$of$longoza.$$$$ Several$groups$of$Hapalemur$were$also$observed$moving$through$this$patch.$$Hapalemur$in$contrast$to$Eulemur,$moved$right$through$the$longoza$field$at$about$half$a$meter$from$the$ground,$verticalCclingingCandCleaping$from$one$support$to$the$next.$$$ Three$Varecia$were$observed$and$also$heard$giving$their$roar/shriek$chorus$from$several$25$meter$partially$dead$trees$that$were$abutting$the$longoza$field$to$the$west.$$After$the$vocalization$stopped,$the$group$continued$off$to$the$west.$$Varecia$was$never$observed$moving$through$or$using$this$patch.$$Different$Indri$groups$were$also$heard$calling$to$the$south$and$north,$but$individuals$were$never$observed$in$the$patch.$$Two$of$the$radioCcollared$Indri$groups’$ranges$were$close$to$the$eastern$perimeter$of$this$patch$and$to$the$south$past$the$longoza$field.$$$$ Several$brownCtailed$mongooses$were$observed$looking$through$the$leaf$litter$closer$to$the$valley$and$smaller$patch$of$longoza.$$Several$bush$pigs$were$observed$running$out$of$the$longoza.$$Bush$pigs$also$turn$up$the$mud$and$create$tunnels$of$broken$longoza$stems,$which$were$indirect$indicators$of$their$use$of$this$area.$$The$camera$traps$posted$in$this$patch$took$a$single$picture$of$a$bamboo$lemur$moving$through$the$valley$portion$of$this$patch.$$$$$$
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$DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/13/09( SALANOIA$ 0$ 1$ ?$
6/13/09( NO$LEMURS7$ 0$ 0$ 0$
6/23/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 6$ ?$
6/23/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ ?$
7/11/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 7$ ?$
8/8/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$1$MALE$
8/8/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$FEMALE$1$MALE$
8/8/09( INDRI' SOUTH$ 1$ 1$FEMALE$
8/8/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 4$ ?$
9/4/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ 1$FEMALE$2$MALE$
9/26/09( NO$LEMURS$ 0$ 0$ 0$
10/26/09( INDRI' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
10/26/09( SALANOIA' 0$ 2$ ?$
10/26/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$FEMALE$1$MALE$
10/26/09( VARECIA' WEST$ 2$ ?$
10/26/09( POTAMOCHOERUS' 0$ 1$ ?$
10/26/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ ?$
11/18/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$2$MALE$















DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/11/09( COUA' 0$ 5$ ?$
6/11/09( SALANOIA' 0$ 2$ ?$
6/11/09( VARECIA' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/11/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/15/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 2$ ?$
6/21/09( VARECIA' 0$ 4$ ?$
6/21/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 8$ 5MALE$3FEMALE$
7/1/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 8$ 5MALE$3FEMALE$
7/1/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 3$ ?$
8/5/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ ?$
8/5/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 3$ ?$
8/28/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 1$ MALE$
9/29/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$ADULT$2$BABY$
9/29/09( INDRI' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
9/29/09( VARECIA' NORTHEAST$ ?$ ?$
11/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$FEMALE$2$MALE$
11/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
11/19/09( HAPALEMUR' 0$ 5$ ?$
11/19/09( VARECIA' NORTHWEST$ ?$ ?$
11/19/09( INDRI' SOUTHWEST$ ?$ ?$
11/19/09( VARECIA' 0$ 1$ ?$















(Table(4.12(Animals(observed(in(Patch(Betakonona(DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/18/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 5$ ?$
6/29/09( INDRI' WEST$ 2$ ?$
6/29/09( SALANOIA' 0$ 2$ ?$
6/29/09( NO$LEMURS$ 0$ 0$ ?$
7/22/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 1$ ?$
7/22/09( INDRI' EAST$ ?$ ?$
7/22/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$2$MALE$
8/21/09( INDRI' 0$ 3$ ?$
9/4/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$FEMALE$1$MALE$
9/4/09( SALANOIA' 1$ 1$ ?$
10/3/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 7$ 2$FEMALE$5$MALE$
10/3/09( SIFAKA' 0$ 2$ ?$
10/3/09( INDRI' 0$ 3$ ?$
10/27/09( INDRI' 0$ 3$ ?$
10/27/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 3$ ?$
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11/13/09( VARECIA' EAST$ ?$ ?$
















(Table(4.14(Animals(observed(in(Patch(Zubenubi(DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/16/09( VARECIA' NORTHWEST$ ?$ ?$
6/16/09( INDRI' WEST$ ?$ ?$
6/16/09( INDRI' WEST$ ?$ ?$
6/16/09( COUA' 0$ 2$ ?$
6/16/09( INDRI' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/16/09( COUA' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/26/09( VARECIA' NORTHWEST$ ?$ ?$
6/26/09( COUA' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/26/09( NO$LEMURS$ 0$ 0$ ?$
6/26/09( COUA' 0$ 2$ ?$
7/18/09( COUA' 0$ 1$ ?$
7/18/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 2$ 1$MALE$1$FEMALE$
7/18/09( INDRI' 0$ 2$ ?$
7/18/09( COUA' 0$ 1$ ?$
8/19/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 3$FEMALE$1$MALE$
9/19/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 1$FEMALE$4$MALE$
9/19/09( VARECIA' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
10/1/09( INDRI' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
10/1/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$2$MALE$
10/1/09( COUA' 1$ 3$ ?$
10/1/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 6$ 3$FEMALE$3$MALE$
11/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$FEMALE$2$MALE$
11/12/09( INDRI' 0$ 3$ ?$
11/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ 1$FEMALE$2$MALE$
11/12/09( COUA' 0$ 2$ ?$
11/12/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 1$FEMALE$3$MALE$
11/19/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 3$FEMALE$1$MALE$
11/19/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ 1$FEMALE$2$MALE$
11/19/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 5$ 3$FEMALE$2$MALE$








((((Table(4.16(Animals(observed(in(Patch(Sahakoho(DATE$ ANIMAL$SEEN$ ANIMAL$HEARD$ NUMBER$ MALE/FEMALE$
6/15/09( COUA' 0$ 4$ ?$
6/15/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >10$ ?$
6/25/09( INDRI' 0$ 3$ ?$
6/25/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
7/14/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >10$ ?$
7/14/09( COUA' 0$ 6$ ?$
7/14/09( INDRI' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
7/14/09( VARECIA' EAST$ ?$ ?$
8/22/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 1$ FEMALE$
8/22/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
9/2/09( NO'LEMURS' 0$ 0$ 0$
9/2/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
9/25/09( EULEMUR' SOUTH$ ?$ ?$
9/25/09( VARECIA' NORTHEAST$ ?$ ?$
9/25/09( INDRI' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
9/25/09( INDRI' EAST$ ?$ ?$
9/25/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 4$ 2$MALE$2$FEMALE$
9/25/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >20$ ?$
10/17/09( PROPITHECUS' 0$ 3$ 2$FEMALE$1$MALE$
10/17/09( CORACOPSIS' 0$ >10$ ?$







10/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ 1$MALE$2$FEMALE$
10/17/09( VARECIA' SOUTH$ ?$ ?$
10/17/09( EULEMUR' 0$ 3$ 2$FEMALE/INFANT$1$MALE$
11/16/09( INDRI' NORTH$ ?$ ?$
11/16/09( VARECIA' SOUTH$ ?$ ?$












































































































































































































































































































EAT 19.5 13.6 19.1 10.5 5.1 0.0 0.0 32.3 
MOVE 19.4 22.0 9.7 10.4 4.9 13.8 6.3 13.4 








Eulemur percentages of time dedicated to different behaviors 



















EAT 26.5 23.0 28.7 15.5 48.1 0.0 0 46.6 
MOVE  27.5 38.8 15.2 16.1 48.1 40.7 24.3 20.2 




































































FARA  SAHAKOHO 
PATCH 
EAT 100.0 0.0 20.3 0.0 30.5 
MOVE 0.0 25.9 0.0 0.0 3.4 























BEHAVIOR( 1600$$(N)$ 800C900$$(N)$ BETAKONONA$$(N)$ FARA$$(N)$ SAHAKOHO$(N)$
EAT( 9$ 0$ 27$ 0$ 18$
MOVE( 0$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 2$






































EAT 16.7 0.0 50.0 0.0 33.3 
MOVE 0.0 77.8 0.0 0.0 22.2 








Propithecus percentages of time dedicated to different behaviors based 



















Betakonona Sahakoho Zubenubi 
PATCH 
EAT 9.5 6.5 11.4 
MOVE 2.1 29.0 4.1 



















Indri percentages of time dedicated to different behaviors based on 









Betakonona Sahakoho Zubenubi 
EAT 36.0 8.0 56.0 
MOVE 12.5 56.3 31.3 








Indri percentages of time dedicated to different behaviors based on 






















BEHAVIOR( Betakonona$(N)$ Sahakoho$(N)$ Zubenubi$(N)$
EAT( 9$ 2$ 14$
MOVE( 2$ 9$ 5$

































800-900 FARA SAHABEFOZA 
Eat 43.4 0.0 0.0 
Move 30.4 16.5 28.6 














































800-900 FARA SAHABEFOZA 
PATCH 
Eat 100.0 0.0 0.0 
Move 29.2 62.5 8.3 








Hapalemur percentages of time dedicated to different behaviors based on 






BEHAVIOR( 800C900$(N)$ FARA$(N)$ SAHABEFOZA$(N)$
EAT( 10$ 0$ 0$
MOVE( 7$ 15$ 2$


































































































































( The$previous$chapter$presented$results$on$community$structure$variation$in$relation$to$spatial$scale$in$BNR.$$This$analysis$was$limited$in$that$behavioral$data$were$recorded$only$for$the$amount$of$time$the$lemurs$utilized$the$patch.$$As$such,$large$components$of$their$daily$activity$were$not$documented.$$To$compensate$for$this$limitation,$allCday$follows$of$radioCcollared$lemurs$were$conducted$in$order$to$account$for$a$more$detailed$interchange$between$vegetation$structure$and$behavior.$$Each$group$was$followed$for$two$consecutive$days$on$a$monthly$rotational$basis.$$The$main$goals$of$this$chapter$consist$of$two$components.$$The$first$component,$labeled$Section$I:$MICROHABITAT,$is$an$analysis$of$the$behavioral$and$positional$use$on$different$substrates$by$three$radioCcollared$lemur$taxa$to$address$questions$pertaining$to$the$importance$of$smallCscale$attributes$to$patch$choice.$$Also$included$in$this$discussion$is$the$importance$of$keystone$structures$(i.e.$important$feeding,$resting,$moving$structures).$$Ultimately,$this$type$of$information$is$valuable$for$reforestation$projects$including$humanCmade$corridor$projects.$$Forest$regeneration$is$a$longCterm$goal$for$corridor$projects$to$connect$forests$or$even$replace$patches$of$forest$within$the$fragment$itself.$$Corridor$projects$have$limitations,$including$cost,$upkeep,$and$monitoring$(e.g.$Hilty$et$al.,$2006),$but$are$promoted$as$a$viable$conservation$strategy (Chetkiewicz 






























































                                                13$EYL=eat$young$leaves,$EL=eat$leaves,$EFL=eat$flowers,$EF=eat$fruit,$ES=eat$seeds,$EE=eat$epiphyte.$
Position$(N=466)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$ Food$eaten$in$position13$ Percentage$Recline$ 33$ 7.1%$ EYL,$EL,$EFL$ 54.5%,$24.2%,$21.2%$Sit$Extend$ 116$ 25.0%$ EF,$EFL,$EL,$ES,$EYL$ 2.3%,$6.9%,$51.7%,$12.9%,$22.4%$Sit$ 190$ 40.8%$ EE,$EF,$EFL,$EL,$ES,$EYL$ 5.8%,$6.3%,$23.2%,$43.2%,$15.3%,$6.3%$Stand$ 8$ 1.7%$ EFL,$EL$ 37.5%,$62.5%$Suspend$ 69$ 14.9%$ EF,$EFL,$EL,$ES,$EYL$ 8.7%,$34.8%,$33.3%,$15.9%,$7.2%$Vertical$Cling$ 50$ 10.7%$ EF,$EFL,$EL,$ES$EYL$ 10%,$6%,$48%,$4%,$32%$















Height$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$(N=466)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$of$Use$A$(1$m)$ 11$ 2.3%$B$(2C3$m)$ 10$ 2.1%$C$(4C5$m)$ 35$ 7.5%$D$(6$m)$ 34$ 7.3%$E$(7C8$m)$ 70$ 15.0%$F$(9C10$m)$ 116$ 24.9%$G$11$(m)$ 122$ 26.2%$H$(12C13$m)$ 61$ 13.1%$




















Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Epiphyte$ 0$(0%)$ 11$(14.5%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$Fruit$ 3$(1.6%)$ 1$(1.3%)$ 22$(17.3%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$Flowers$ 43$(22.3%)$ 0$(0%)$ 7$(5.5%)$ 39$(97.5%)$ 0$(0%)$Mature$Leaves$ 79$(40.9%)$ 50$(65.8%)$ 56$(44.1%)$ 0$(0%)$ 17$(56.7%)$Leaf$Stem$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$ 4$(3.1%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$Seeds$ 1$(0.5%)$ 14$(18.4%)$ 28$(22.0%)$ 1$(2.5%)$ 13$(43.3%)$Young$Leaves$ 67$(34.7%)$ 0$(0%)$ 10$(7.9%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$Total$ 193$(40.5%)$ 76$(16.3%)$ 127$(27.3%)$ 40$(8.6%)$ 30$(6.4%)$











Size$of$Substrate$ Very$small$ Small$ Medium$ Large$ Ground$Move$(N=155)$ 2$1.3%$ 59$38.1%$ 80$51.6%$ 13$8.4%$ 1$0.6%$


















Orientation$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$Climb$ 3$ 3$ 12$L1$ 5$ 10$ 42$L2$ 0$ 3$ 46$L3$ 0$ 2$ 21$L4$ 0$ 0$ 2$Quadrupedal$ 1$ 0$ 0$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 1$ 3$Total$ 9$ 18$ 126$













CL L1 L2 L3 L4 Q VB 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 51 48 23 2 0 0 






















Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Move$(N)$ 86$ 10$ 42$ 4$ 7$

















Positional$Activity$Rest$(N=$677)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Recline$ 10$ 1.5%$SitCExtend$ 394$ 58.2%$Sit$ 197$ 29.1%$Stand$ 2$ 0.2%$VC$ 74$ 10.9%$
















Size$of$Substrate$ Very$Small$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$Recline$ 0$ 6$ 60%$ 3$ 30%$ 1$ 10%$SitCExtend$ 3$ 233$ 59.6%$ 140$ 35.8%$ 18$ 4.6%$Sit$ 0$ 106$ 53.8%$ 79$ 40.1%$ 12$ 6.1%$Stand$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 100%$Vertical$Cling$ 0$ 327$ 87.4%$ 37$ 9.9%$ 10$ 3.1%$Total$ 3$ 672$ $ 259$ $ 43$ $
Horizontal$Count$ %$ Oblique$Count$ %$ Vertical$Count$ %$231$ 36.2%$ 379$ 55.9%$ 68$ 10.0%$

















Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Rav$Palm$5$ Liana$Rest$ 27$(4.0%)$ 90$(13.3%)$ 36$(5.3%)$ 63$(9.3%)$ 50$(7.4%)$ 297$(43.8%)$ 61$(9.0%)$ 1$(0.2%)$ 53$(7.8%)$











Quadrant$ Horizontal$(N)$ Oblique$(N)$ Vertical$(N)$ Ground$(N)$1$ 51$ 26$ 0$ 0$2$ 168$ 42$ 0$ 0$3$ 8$ 85$ 0$ 0$4$ 39$ 153$ 1$ 0$5$ 88$ 39$ 2$ 0$6$ 93$ 330$ 11$ 0$7$ 3$ 8$ 202$ 0$8$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$Rav$Palm$5$ 0$ 1$ 6$ 0$Epiphyte$ 3$ 0$ 0$ 0$Liana$ 36$ 24$ 23$ 0$












H$ 4$ 38$ 32$ 6$ 16$ 10$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$I$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$












                                                14$Latitude$and$longitude$recorded$from$GPS$unit.$$This$recording$will$allow$the$trees$to$be$located$in$the$future.$
Adult$Female$ Adult$Male$ Male/Female$ >$20$meters$away$110$ 122$ 61$ 792$



















































































                                                15$LFL=eat$flower$nectar$
Food$(N=405)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Fruit$ 173$ 42.7%$Flowers$ 113$ 27.9%$Mature$Leaves$ 49$ 12.1%$Nectar$ 70$ 17.3%$






















Size$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Percentage$of$Use$Very$Small$(<1$cm)$ 48.6%$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 42.6%$Medium$(6C10$cm)$ 8.6%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 0%$






























Food$ Horizontal$Total$Count$ %$ Oblique$Total$Count$ %$ Vertical$Total$Count$ %$Fruit$ 37$ 21.4%$ 136$ 78.6%$ 0$ 0$Mature$Leaves$ 13$ 26.5%$ 36$ 73.5%$ 0$ 0$Flowers$ 32$ 28.3%$ 81$ 71.7%$ 0$ 0$Nectar$ 34$ 48.6%$ 36$ 51.4%$ 0$ 0$





















Locomotor$Mode$(N=184)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Climb$ 10$ 5.4%$L<1$ 27$ 14.7%$L1$ 21$ 11.4%$L2$ 6$ 3.3%$L3$ 3$ 1.6%$Quadrupedal$ 112$ 60.9%$Vertical$Bound$ 5$ 2.7%$










Size$of$Substrate$ Ground$ Very$Small$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Climb$ 0$ 2$ 6$ 1$ 0$L<1$ 0$ 12$ 13$ 2$ 0$L1$ 0$ 5$ 8$ 7$ 1$L2$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 5$ 0$L3$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 3$ 0$Quadrupedal$ 0$ 20$ 50$ 36$ 6$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 3$ 0$























Orientation$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$Climb$ 2$ 2$ 6$L<1$ 1$ 21$ 5$L1$ 4$ 13$ 4$L2$ 0$ 1$ 5$L3$ 0$ 0$ 3$Quadrupedal$ 59$ 50$ 3$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 2$ 3$














CL L<1 L1 L2 L3 Q VB 
Positional Activity 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 26 21 6 3 70 0 

































Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Move$(N)$ 93$ 25$ 47$ 1$ 17$


















Postural$Modes$for$Rest$(N=$1117)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$SitCtail$wrap$ 898$ 80.4%$SitCExtend$ 12$ 1.1%$Sit$ 172$ 15.4%$Stand$ 31$ 2.8%$Vertical$Cling$ 4$ 0.4%$


















Size$of$substrate$ Very$small$ %$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$SitCExtend$ 0$ 0%$ 10$ 83.3%$ 2$ 16.7%$ 0$ 0%$Sit$ 8$ 4.7%$ 106$ 61.6%$ 57$ 33.1%$ 1$ 0.6%$Stand$ 4$ 12.9%$ 14$ 45.2%$ 11$ 35.5%$ 2$ 6.5%$Sit$tail$wrap$ 13$ 1.5%$ 574$ 63.9%$ 309$ 34.4%$ 2$ 0.2%$Vertical$Cling$ 0$ 0%$ 0$ 0%$ 4$ 100%$ 0$ 0$
Horizontal$Count$ %$ Oblique$Count$ %$ Vertical$Count$ %$426$ 38.1%$ 689$ 61.7%$ 2$ 0.2%$

















Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Rav$Palm5$ Liana$ Rav$Pod6$ Liana$Tangle$Rest$ 51$ 20$ 207$ 113$ 401$ 222$ 12$ 4$ 46$ 35$ 6$





























Height$of$Substrate$ Quad1$ Quad2$ Quad3$ Quad4$ Quad5$ Quad6$ Quad7$ Liana$ Rav$Palm5$ Rav$Pod6$ Liana$Tangle$A$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$B$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 3$C$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 15$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 38$ 1$ 0$ 10$D$ 10$ 0$ 0$ 3$ 0$ 2$ 3$ 13$ 2$ 0$ 1$E$ 9$ 0$ 4$ 4$ 0$ 43$ 7$ 15$ 0$ 0$ 5$F$ 40$ 29$ 152$ 76$ 261$ 145$ 14$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 0$G$ 62$ 29$ 121$ 91$ 0$ 111$ 3$ 5$ 15$ 42$ 0$H$ 24$ 0$ 71$ 35$ 0$ 22$ 11$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$I$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$


































1$Juvenile$ 2$Juveniles$ >$20$meters$away$183$ 1703$ 0$




























































































Size$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Count$ Percentage$of$Use$Very$Small$(<1cm)$ 105$ 6.9%$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 695$ 45.9%$Medium$(6C10cm)$ 628$ 41.5%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 84$ 5.6%$



























Height$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Total$Count$ Percentage$of$Use$A$(1$m)$ 62$ 13.1%$B$(2C3$m)$ 71$ 14.9%$C$(4C5$m)$ 21$ 4.4%$D$(6$m)$ 31$ 6.5%$E$(7C8$m)$ 63$ 13.2%$F$(9C10$m)$ 84$ 17.7%$G$11$(m)$ 101$ 21.3%$H$(12C13$m)$ 36$ 7.6%$I$(14C15$m)$ 6$ 1.3%$

















Quadrant$ Quad$1$(N=16)$ Quad$2$(N=22)$ Quad$3$(N=39)$ Quad$4$(N=65)$ Quad$5$(N=71)$ Quad$6$(N=110)$ Quad$7$(N=85)$
Rav$Palm5$(N=2)$$ Liana$(N=19)$































Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Eat$fruit$ 11$(4.1%)$ 0$(0%)$ 41$(34.5%)$ 0$(0%)$ 2$(5.9%)$Eat$flowers$ 56$(20.8%)$ 40$(75.5%)$ 22$(18.5%)$ 0$(0%)$ 10$(29.4%)$Eat$mature$leaves$ 122$(45.4%)$ 8$(15.1%)$ 56$(47.1%)$ 0$(0%)$ 22$(64.7%)$Eat$young$leaves$ 80$(29.7%)$ 5$(9.4%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$ 0$(0%)$Total$ 269$ 53$ 119$ 0$ 34$












Size$of$Substrate$ Very$small$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Move$ 6$ 84$ 77$ 10$
























Height$of$substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ Ground$ H$ I$Climb$ 2$ 1$ 3$ 1$ 2$ 2$ 3$ 0$ 1$ 1$L<1$ 12$ 4$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 1$ 1$ 3$ 1$ 0$L1$ 29$ 10$ 6$ 4$ 8$ 5$ 1$ 1$ 0$ 0$L2$ 20$ 8$ 10$ 4$ 4$ 3$ 0$ 0$ 3$ 0$L3$ 1$ 4$ 3$ 0$ 1$ 3$ 2$ 0$ 2$ 0$L4$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$


















Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ 8$ Rav$Palm$5$ Fallen$Branch$ Liana$
Move$ 2$ 2$ 0$ 2$ 3$ 20$ 134$ 4$ 4$ 1$ 8$















CL L<1 L1 L2 L3 L4 VB 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 17 65 49 16 4 0 

























































Postural$modes$for$Rest$(N=677)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$SitCExtend$ 253$ 37.3%$Sit$ 275$ 40.6%$Vertical$Cling$ 149$ 22.0%$





















Size$of$Substrate$ Very$Small$ %$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$SitCextend$ 7$ 2.8%$ 174$ 68.8%$ 61$ 24.1%$ 11$ 4.3%$Sit$ 0$ 0$ 87$ 31.6%$ 166$ 60.3%$ 22$ 8%$Vertical$cling$ 1$ 0.7%$ 47$ 31.5%$ 98$ 65.8%$ 3$ 2.0%$























Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$ I$Rest$ 75$ 53$ 56$ 15$ 166$ 173$ 123$ 15$ I$
Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Rav$Palm5$ Dead$tree$ Liana$ Liana$Tangle$Rest$ 50$ 8$ 10$ 20$ 96$ 334$ 123$ 1$ 2$ 10$ 20$








































Height$of$Substrate$ Quad$1$ Quad$2$ Quad$3$ Quad$4$ Quad$5$ Quad$6$ Quad$7$ Liana$ Dead$Tree$ Fallen$Branch$ Fallen$tree$ Rav$Palm5$ Liana$Tangle$A$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 4$ 3$ 2$ 1$ 1$ 0$ 0$B$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 25$ 0$ 14$ 29$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 3$C$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 27$ 32$ 1$ 0$ 1$ 1$ 2$ 11$D$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 4$ 53$ 27$ 4$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 4$ 0$E$ 0$ 7$ 9$ 8$ 1$ 37$ 64$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 6$F$ 1$ 2$ 31$ 20$ 145$ 216$ 147$ 7$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 2$G$ 75$ 5$ 6$ 16$ 36$ 197$ 45$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$H$ 1$ 19$ 1$ 24$ 67$ 19$ 6$ 3$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$I$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 6$ 7$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$

















































Female$ Female/Juvenile$ Juvenile$ >20$m$300$ 228$ 840$ 40$












































2% Behavior KISS 



















                                                16$ELB=eat$tree$bark$
Food$(N=619)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Fruit$ 2$ 0.3%$Flowers$ 33$ 5.3%$Mature$Leaves$ 429$ 69.3%$Leaf$Base$ 12$ 1.9%$Young$Leaves$ 143$ 23.1%$













Size$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Count$ Percentage$of$Use$Very$Small$(<1cm)$ 11$ 1.8%$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 213$ 34.6%$Medium$(6C10cm)$ 316$ 51.4%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 75$ 12.2%$









+Food$(N=619)$ Horizontal$Total$Count$ %$ Oblique$Total$Count$ %$ Vertical$Total$Count$ %$ Total$Eat$fruit$ 2$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 0$ 0%$ 2$Eat$flowers$ 6$ 18.2%$ 27$ 81.8%$ 0$ 0%$ 33$Eat$mature$leaves$ 240$ 55.9%$ 144$ 33.6%$ 45$ 10.5%$ 429$Eat$leaf$base$ 0$ 0%$ 12$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 12$Eat$young$leaves$ 62$ 43.4%$ 42$ 29.4%$ 39$ 27.3%$ 143$TOTAL$ 310$ $ 225$ $ 84$ $ 619$$
Use+of+different+tree+quadrants+while+feeding+by+indri+group+40+$ The$most$frequented$canopy/trunk$quadrant$for$feeding$behaviors$was$quadrant$4$(31.2%)$while$the$least$was$quadrant$1$(2.4%).$$Lenore$used$the$greatest$variety$of$quadrants$for$the$consumption$of$leaves$(Table$6.90),$including$the$use$of$lianas$and$tree$knots.$$Lenore$used$knots$on$the$sides$of$oblique$or$vertical$tree$trunks$as$a$support$while$feeding.$$She$often$let$her$feet$dangle$relying$solely$on$the$support$of$the$knot.$$She$tended$to$hold$on$with$her$feet$if$she$was$sitting$on$a$more$vertically$oriented$substrate.$ $
$



















Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$Eat$fruit$ 2$ 0$ 0$ 0$Eat$flowers$ 19$ 14$ 0$ 0$Eat$mature$leaves$ 149$ 94$ 61$ 125$Eat$leaf$base$ 12$ 0$ 0$ 0$Eat$young$leaves$ 94$ 49$ 0$ 0$Total$ 276$ 157$ 61$ 125$















Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Move$$(N=98)$ 31$(31.6%)$ 37$(37.8%)$ 30$(30.6%)$


































Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$Move$ 3$ 3$ 21$ 17$ 16$ 22$ 9$ 7$















Orientation$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$Climb$ 0$ 1$ 5$L1$ 4$ 9$ 26$L2$ 4$ 5$ 23$L3$ 0$ 4$ 5$L4$ 2$ 2$ 4$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 1$ 3$Total$ 10$ 22$ 66$
Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Liana$













































CLIMB L1 L2 L3 L4 VB 
Positional Activity 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 37 31 9 7 1 








Indri Group 40 Within-and-Between Substrate Movement 
Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Move$(N)$ 50$ 0$ 33$ 0$ 15$







































Postural$Modes$for$Rest$(N=817)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Recline$ 32$ 3.9%$SitCExtend$ 368$ 45.0%$Sit$ 231$ 28.3%$Vertical$Cling$ 186$ 22.8%$

































Size$of$Substrate$ Very$Small$ %$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$ Total$Recline$ 1$ 50%$ 1$ 50%$ 0$ 0%$ 0$ 0%$ 2$SitCExtend$ 15$ 4.1%$ 81$ 22.0%$ 169$ 45.9%$ 103$ 28.0%$ 368$Sit$ 3$ 1.3%$ 67$ 29.0%$ 77$ 33.3%$ 84$ 36.4%$ 231$VC$ 1$ 0.5%$ 39$ 21.0%$ 91$ 48.9%$ 55$ 29.6%$ 186$Total$ 20$ $ 188$ $ 337$ $ 242$ $ $

















Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$ I$Rest$ 2$ 40$ 132$ 93$ 67$ 187$ 90$ 150$ 26$
Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Liana$ Knot$Rest$ 3$ 36$ 35$ 57$ 105$ 426$ 109$ 16$ 0$
























+Height$of$Substrate$ Quad1$ Quad2$ Quad3$ Quad4$ Quad5$ Quad6$ Quad7$ Liana$ Knot$A$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 8$ $ $B$ $ $ $ 8$ 1$ 46$ 26$ 4$ 8$C$ $ $ 2$ 17$ $ 89$ 88$ 13$ $D$ $ 5$ $ 18$ 26$ 98$ 46$ $ $E$ 1$ 13$ 36$ 19$ 5$ 68$ 40$ 4$ 3$F$ $ 2$ 5$ 118$ 9$ 182$ 32$ 2$ $G$ 4$ 4$ 6$ 36$ 54$ 44$ 13$ $ $H$ 14$ 52$ 37$ 34$ 104$ 42$ 6$ 1$ $I$ 1$ 9$ $ 7$ 26$ $ $ $ $$
Total+tree+height+and+height+of+substrate+used+by+indri+group+40+
+ Lenore$used$a$full$range$of$different$height$of$substrate$and$total$height$of$tree$combinations$(Table$6.110).$$Shorter$trees$often$have$less$crown$volume$and$taller$trees$often,$but$not$always,$have$more$crown$volume.$$As$such,$when$Lenore$occupied$shorter$trees$she$often$used$the$lower$quadrants$due$to$limited$choice$of$space$but$when$she$used$taller$heights$with$greater$crown$volume$she$monopolized$the$higher$components$of$the$canopy.$


















Height$of$tree$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ Fallen$Tree$ G$ H$ I$Height$of$Substrate$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $A$ $ 2$ 2$ 4$ $ $ $ $ $B$ 3$ 8$ 1$ 39$ 21$ $ 21$ $ $C$ $ 5$ 56$ 34$ 56$ 7$ 51$ $ $D$ $ $ 21$ 62$ 91$ $ 17$ 2$ $E$ $ $ $ 19$ 139$ $ 31$ $ $F$ $ $ 2$ $ 69$ $ 206$ 73$ $G$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 23$ 121$ 17$H$ $ $ $ $ 6$ $ $ 254$ 30$I$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 1$ 42$






Indri(Group(40(Summary(Statement:($$ Certain$microhabitat$features$influenced$Lenore’s$movement,$feeding,$and$resting$behaviors.$$However,$Lenore’s$movement$was$not$affected$by$the$size$of$substrate$or$the$height$of$substrate.$These$paragraphs$highlight$those$substrates$that$Lenore$utilized$at$a$higher$frequency$than$others,$but$as$noted$in$the$preceding$sections,$Lenore$was$capable$of$utilizing$a$wide$range$of$different$heights$and$substrates$for$resting,$eating,$and$moving.$$Overall$Lenore$spent$almost$equal$percentages$of$her$time$eating$and$resting$with$the$least$amount$of$time$dedicated$to$moving$or$other$correlated$behaviors.$$Summarizing$all$behaviors,$Lenore$commonly$occupied$mediumCsized$horizontal$and$oblique$substrates$at$a$height$of$10$meters$in$quadrant$6.$$The$total$tree$height$she$used$was$9$to$13$meters.$$During$each$all$day$follow$the$substrates$that$Lenore$used$were$flagged$and$identified$when$possible.$$The$list$of$the$trees$that$Lenore$frequently$used$for$resting,$moving,$and$feeding$is$included$in$the$appendix.$$Lenore$used$a$variety$of$tree$species,$but$showed$a$heightened$preference$for$some$trees$more$so$than$the$other$lemur$groups.$$She$incorporated$the$same$keystone$structures$for$resting,$moving,$and$feeding$on$a$regular$basis.$$For$feeding$Lenore$focused$on$rara$(N=15),$tavolo$fotsy$(N=8),$and$azinina$(N=8)$leaves.$$Overall,$the$most$common$trees$Lenore$used$for$all$behaviors$included$rara$(N=24),$azinina$(N=16),$tavolo$fotsy$(N=13),$lalotina$(N=10),$and$mampay$(N=10).$$$ Out$of$the$total$amount$of$time$Lenore$spent$feeding,$she$dedicated$the$highest$percentages$of$time$to$eating$mature$leaves$and$young$leaves$while$sitting$on$medium$horizontal$or$oblique$substrates$in$quadrant$4$at$a$wide$range$of$heights$(6$to$13$meters).$$Lenore$primarily$engaged$in$feeding$behaviors$in$areas$with$connected$canopy/vegetation.$$ Lenore$moved$through$the$connected$forest$using$one$and$two$meter$leaps$on$small,$medium,$and$large$vertical$substrates$equal$proportions$of$the$time.$$Although$Lenore$did$focus$her$two$meter$leaps$more$so$on$medium$and$large$substrates.$$Lenore$moved$between$the$height$range$of$4$and$10$meters$throughout$the$forest.$$Lenore’s$pathway$often$seemed$an$indirect$route$to$the$
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Food$(N=431)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Fruit$ 5$ 1.2%$Flowers$ 51$ 11.8%$Mature$Leaves$ 318$ 73.8%$Young$Leaves$ 57$ 13.2%$





























Size$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Count$ Percentage$of$Use$Very$Small$(<1cm)$ 1$ 0.2%$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 124$ 28.8%$Medium$(6C10cm)$ 277$ 64.3%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 29$ 6.7%$



























Food$ Horizontal$Total$Count$ %$ Oblique$Total$Count$ %$ Vertical$Total$Count$ %$ total$Fruit$ 0$ 0%$ 4$ 80%$ 1$ 20%$ 5$Mature$Leaves$ 122$ 38.4%$ 192$ 60.4%$ 4$ 1.3%$ 318$Flowers$ 36$ 70.6%$ 15$ 29.4%$ 0$ 0%$ 51$Young$Leaves$ 21$ 36.8%$ 9$ 15.8%$ 27$ 47.4%$ 57$














Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$ TOTAL$Eat$Fruit$ 5$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 5$Eat$Flowers$ 38$ 0$ 13$ 0$ 0$ 51$Eat$Mature$Leaves$ 39$ 82$ 77$ 0$ 100$ 298$Eat$Young$Leaves$ 52$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 5$ 57$TOTAL$ 134$ 82$ 90$ 0$ 105$ 411$




































Size$of$Substrate$ Very$small$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Move$ 1$ 15$ 51$ 8$
Size$of$Substrate$ Very$Small$ Small$ Medium$ Large$ Total$Climb$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 1$L1$ 1$ 9$ 23$ 1$ 34$L2$ 0$ 4$ 17$ 5$ 26$L3$ 0$ 1$ 8$ 2$ 11$L4$ 0$ 1$ 1$ 0$ 2$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 1$Total$ 1$ 15$ 51$ 8$ 75$
Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$ I$Move$ 3$ 8$ 4$ 10$ 20$ 20$ 8$ 0$ 2$



























Orientation$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$Climb$ 0$ 0$ 1$L1$ 5$ 10$ 19$L2$ 1$ 12$ 13$L3$ 0$ 0$ 11$L4$ 0$ 1$ 1$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 1$ 0$Total$ 6$ 24$ 45$













CL L1 L2 L3 L4 VB 
Column Labels 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 27 22 11 2 1 





































Distance$b/n$Canopy$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$MOVE$(N)$ 34$ 19$ 18$ 0$ 4$


































Postural$Modes$for$Rest$(N=$944)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Recline$ 55$ 5.8%$Sit$Extend$ 259$ 27.4%$Sit$ 540$ 57.2%$Vertical$Cling$ 90$ 9.5%$
Size$of$Substrate$Resting$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 146$ 15.5%$Medium$(6C10$cm)$ 719$ 76.2%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 79$ 8.4%$Total$ 944$ 100%$































Horizontal$Count$ %$ Oblique$Count$ %$ Vertical$Count$ %$ Total$504$ 53.4%$ 392$ 41.5%$ 48$ 5.1%$ 944$
Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$ I$Rest$ 12$ 63$ 28$ 119$ 226$ 181$ 138$ 22$ 155$
Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Knot$ Liana$

















Quadrant$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$1$ 39$ 97$ 0$2$ 27$ 21$ 0$3$ 262$ 34$ 0$4$ 25$ 79$ 7$5$ 175$ 47$ 2$6$ 178$ 338$ 11$7$ 5$ 36$ 104$Fallen$Branch$ 0$ 1$ 0$Knot$ 0$ 0$ 2$Liana$ 0$ 12$ 0$Tree$Cluster$ 4$ 0$ 0$

















Height$of$Substrate$ Quad1$ Quad2$ Quad3$ Quad4$ Quad5$ Quad6$ Quad7$ Fallen$Branch$ Knot$ Liana$ Tree$Cluster$A$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 34$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$B$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$ 62$ 12$ 0$ 2$ 3$ 0$C$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 7$ 24$ 15$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 4$D$ 0$ 0$ 9$ 2$ 28$ 97$ 21$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$E$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 7$ 129$ 115$ 30$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 0$F$ 11$ 1$ 30$ 41$ 60$ 187$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 5$ 0$G$ 100$ 27$ 78$ 37$ 0$ 30$ 20$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$H$ 25$ 4$ 6$ 21$ 0$ 10$ 2$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 0$I$ 0$ 16$ 173$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 2$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$





































Nearest$Neighbor$ Focal$Male$All$ 18$Blue$ 261$Blue/Green$ 2$Green$ 13$Green/Juvenile$ 9$Juvenile$ 762$>20$m$ 331$
Table(6.139(Nearest(neighbor(indri(group(50(
 273 
The$total$tree$height$mainly$used$by$indri$group$50$ranged$from$10$to$12$meters.$During$each$of$the$all$day$follows$the$substrates$that$this$group$used$were$flagged$and$identified$when$possible.$$The$list$of$the$trees$used$for$resting,$moving,$and$feeding$is$included$in$the$appendix.$$Indri$group$50$used$a$variety$of$tree$species$but$showed$a$heightened$preference$for$some$trees$more$so$than$others.$$Indri$in$group$50$included$important$keystone$structures$for$resting,$feeding,$and$moving$behaviors$on$a$routine$basis.$$Some$of$the$keystone$substrates$the$indri$in$group$50$used$were$also$used$several$times$by$the$sifaka$in$group$10.$$For$feeding$behaviors$group$50$focused$on$rara$leaves$and$fruits$(N=19)$and$anatafonona$flowers$and$leaves$(N=9).$$Overall,$the$most$common$trees$group$50$used$for$all$behaviors$included$rara$(N=23),$azinina$(N=8),$longotra$(N=6),$tavolo$fotsy$(N=10),$and$antafonona$(N=9).$$Indri$in$group$50$consumed$mature$leaves$the$most$frequently$in$their$diet$and$lesser,$equal$amounts$of$time$were$dedicated$to$flowers$and$young$leaves.$$Feeding$postures$by$indri$group$50$were$dominated$by$a$sit$on$medium$oblique$branches$at$a$height$of$9$to$11$meters$in$quadrants$1$and$3.$$The$indri$often$fed$in$areas$with$connected$canopy/vegetation$as$well$as$mediumCgapped$forested$areas.$$ Indri$in$group$50$spent$5%$out$of$their$total$activity$budget$moving.$$Indri$mainly$moved$by$leaping$one$and$two$meter$distances$onto$medium$vertical$substrates$at$a$height$range$between$6$and$10$meters$in$quadrant$7.$$Indri$frequently$moved$through$connected$canopy$vegetation$areas$of$the$forest$and$rarely$through$areas$with$medium$gaps.$$ Indri$in$group$50$assumed$a$sit$position$quite$often$for$resting$behaviors$on$medium$horizontal$substrates$at$a$height$ranging$from$7$to$10$meters.$$The$indri$commonly$rested$in$quadrant$6$in$connected$canopy/vegetation$areas.$$ Indri$used$horizontal$substrates$more$frequently$in$quadrants$3$and$5,$whereas$the$use$of$oblique$substrates$was$more$prominent$in$quadrants$1,$6,$and$7.$$When$the$indri$were$lower$in$the$canopy$at$a$height$of$one$meter$they$commonly$occupied$quadrant$7.$$But$at$a$height$of$7$meters$
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Food$(N=544)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Flowers$ 11$ 2.0%$Mature$Leaves$ 415$ 76.3%$Seeds$ 34$ 6.3%$Young$Leaves$ 84$ 15.4%$

























Size$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Count$ Percentage$of$Use$Very$Small$(<1cm)$ 4$ 0.7%$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 131$ 24.1%$Medium$(6C10cm)$ 397$ 73.0%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 12$ 2.2%$











Food$ Horizontal$Total$Count$ %$ Oblique$Total$Count$ %$ Vertical$Total$Count$ %$ TOTAL$Flowers$ 0$ 0%$ 11$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 11$Mature$Leaves$ 230$ 55.4%$ 155$ 37.3%$ 30$ 7.2%$ 415$Seeds$ 12$ 35.3%$ 22$ 64.7%$ 0$ 0%$ 34$Young$leaves$ 40$ 47.6%$ 25$ 29.8%$ 19$ 22.6%$ 84$

















Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$ Total$Eat$Flowers$ 2$ 9$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 11$Eat$Matures$Leaves$ 94$ 0$ 173$ 7$ 141$ 415$Eat$Seeds$ 0$ 0$ 34$ 0$ 0$ 34$Eat$Young$Leaves$ 53$ 2$ 29$ 0$ 0$ 84$Total$ 149$ 11$ 236$ 7$ 141$ 544$































Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ Medium$ Large$ Total$Climb$ 0$ 3$ 1$ 4$L<1$ 1$ 2$ 0$ 2$L1$ 6$ 12$ 3$ 20$L2$ 4$ 12$ 2$ 18$L3$ 3$ 10$ 4$ 17$L4$ 1$ 3$ 0$ 4$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 1$Total$ 15$ 42$ 11$ 68$
Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Move$ 15$ 42$ 11$
Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$Move$ 2$ 2$ 4$ 9$ 10$ 24$ 14$ 3$

















Orientation$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$Climb$ 0$ 1$ 3$L<1$ 1$ 1$ 1$L1$ 1$ 7$ 13$L2$ 1$ 3$ 14$L3$ 0$ 8$ 9$L4$ 0$ 1$ 3$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 0$ 1$Total$ 3$ 21$ 44$















CL L<1 L1 L2 L3 L4 VB 
Positional Activity 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 1 19 18 17 4 0 



























Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$ Medium/Large$ Large$Move$ 25$ 0$ 34$ 0$ 8$ 1$



























Postural$Modes$for$Rest$(N=376$)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Recline$ 3$ 0.8%$SitCExtend$ 123$ 32.7%$Sit$ 153$ 40.7%$VC$ 97$ 25.8%$






























Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$ Total$Recline$ 0$ 0%$ 3$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 3$Sit$Extend$ 25$ 20.3%$ 96$ 78.0%$ 2$ 1.6%$ 123$Sit$ 4$ 2.6%$ 141$ 92.2%$ 8$ 5.3%$ 153$Vertical$Cling$ 11$ 11.3%$ 52$ 53.6%$ 34$ 35.1%$ 97$Total$ 40$ $ 292$ $ 44$ $ 376$
Horizontal$Count$ %$ Oblique$Count$ %$ Vertical$Count$ %$ Total$174$ 46.3%$ 155$ 41.2%$ 47$ 12.5%$ 376$






























Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Liana$ Rav$Palm5$Rest$ 0$ 19$ 25$ 71$ 86$ 118$ 54$ 1$ 2$
Distance$b/n$canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Rest$ 105$ 2$ 202$ 4$ 63$












Height$of$Substrate$ Quad1$ Quad2$ Quad3$ Quad4$ Quad5$ Quad6$ Quad7$ Liana$ Rav$Palm5$A$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 6$ 0$ 0$B$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 9$ 0$ 0$C$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 3$ 13$ 18$ 0$ 0$D$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 11$ 5$ 33$ 15$ 0$ 0$E$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 53$ 19$ 71$ 38$ 0$ 2$F$ 0$ 19$ 16$ 70$ 108$ 76$ 39$ 2$ 2$G$ 21$ 21$ 0$ 14$ 36$ 40$ 9$ 0$ 0$H$ 46$ 20$ 47$ 84$ 25$ 14$ 1$ 0$ 0$
















Height$of$tree$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$ I$Height$of$Substrate$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $A$ 1$ 4$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$B$ 1$ 8$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$ 0$C$ 0$ 0$ 5$ 13$ 8$ 9$ 0$ 0$D$ 0$ 0$ 11$ 0$ 48$ 4$ 1$ 0$E$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 30$ 103$ 50$ 0$ 0$F$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 167$ 134$ 31$ 0$G$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 58$ 83$ 0$H$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 236$ 1$






























































































Food$(N=628)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Tree$Bark$ 64$ 10.2%$Flowers$ 57$ 9.1%$Mature$Leaves$ 408$ 65.0%$Leaf$Base$ 1$ 0.2%$Young$Leaves$ 98$ 15.6%$



















                                                
17 EB=eat bark, ELB=eat leaf base 
Posture$(N=628)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$ Food$eaten$in$posture$ Percentage$Recline$ 29$ 4.6%$ EB17,$EFL,$EL,$EYL$ 13.8%,$6.9%,$55.2%,$24.1%$Sit$Extend$ 125$ 19.9%$ EB,$EFL,$EL,$EYL$ 12.0%,$19.2%,$50.4%,$18.4%$Sit$ 363$ 57.8%$ EB,$EFL,$EL,$EYL,$ELB$ 6.9%,$7.7%,$76.3%,$8.8%,$0.3%$Suspend$ 13$ 2.1%$ EB,$EL,$EYL$ 7.7%,$76.9%,$15.4%$Vertical$Cling$ 98$ 15.6%$ EB,$EFL,$EL,$EYL$ 19.4%,$3.1%,$42.9%,$34.7%$


























Height$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Total$Count$ Percentage$of$Use$A$(1$m)$ 24$ 3.8%$B$(2C3$m)$ 52$ 8.3%$C$(4C5$m)$ 60$ 10.0%$D$(6$m)$ 26$ 4.1%$E$(7C8$m)$ 31$ 4.9%$F$(9C10$m)$ 109$ 17.4%$G$11$(m)$ 173$ 27.5%$H$(12C13$m)$ 121$ 19.3%$I$(14C15$M)$ 32$ 5.1%$Total$ 628$ 100%$











































Quadrant$ Quad1$ Quad2$ Quad3$ Quad4$ Quad5$ Quad6$ Quad7$ QuadLiana$Tree$Bark$ 0$ 7$ 5$ 23$ 0$ 18$ 11$ 0$Flowers$ 22$ 3$ 0$ 6$ 26$ 0$ 0$ 0$Mature$Leaves$ 62$ 39$ 51$ 143$ 36$ 52$ 24$ 1$Leaf$Base$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$Young$Leaves$ 0$ 10$ 0$ 19$ 13$ 22$ 34$ 0$Total$ 84$ 59$ 56$ 191$ 75$ 93$ 69$ 1$
Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Tree$Bark$ 53$ 0$ 0$ 9$ 2$Flowers$ 0$ 26$ 31$ 0$ 0$Mature$Leaves$ 59$ 32$ 97$ 44$ 176$Leaf$Base$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 0$Young$Leaves$ 84$ 7$ 7$ 0$ 0$Total$ 196$ 65$ 128$ 53$ 178$
Table(6.173(Quadrant(used(for(food(consumption(by(indri(group(45(
















Locomotor$Mode$(N=77)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$L1$ 33$ 42.9%$L2$ 33$ 42.9%$L3$ 10$ 13.0%$Vertical$Bound$ 1$ 1.3%$TOTAL$ 77$ 100%$
Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Move$ 16$ 46$ 15$























Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$Move$ 5$ 5$ 13$ 7$ 16$ 13$ 18$




















Orientation$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$L1$ 3$ 10$ 20$L2$ 1$ 7$ 25$L3$ 1$ 3$ 6$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 0$ 1$Total$ 5$ 20$ 52$












L1 L2 L3 VB 
Positional Activity 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 30 32 10 0 






































Distance$b/n$Canopy$ Connected$ Connected/Small$ Small$ Small/Medium$ Medium$Move$ 38$ 10$ 21$ 0$ 8$
































Postural$Modes$for$Rest$(N=783)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Sit$Extend$ 196$ 25.0%$Sit$ 386$ 49.3%$Vertical$Cling$ 201$ 25.7%$


























Horizontal$Count$ %$ Oblique$Count$ %$ Vertical$Count$ %$ Total$206$ 26.3%$ 450$ 57.5%$ 127$ 16.2%$ 783$
Size$of$Substrate$ Very$Small$ %$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$ Total$Sit$Extend$ 5$ 2.6%$ 30$ 15.3%$ 125$ 63.8%$ 36$ 18.4%$ 196$Sit$ 0$ 0%$ 36$ 9.3%$ 240$ 62.2%$ 110$ 28.5%$ 386$Vertical$Cling$ 0$ 0%$ 20$ 10.0%$ 125$ 62.2%$ 56$ 28%$ 201$Total$ 5$ $ 86$ $ 490$ $ 202$ $ $






























Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Liana$Rest$ 25$ 43$ 28$ 125$ 50$ 393$ 118$ 1$



























Quadrant$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$1$ 34$ 76$ 0$2$ 59$ 43$ 8$3$ 70$ 15$ 0$4$ 152$ 156$ 15$5$ 113$ 26$ 0$6$ 89$ 400$ 27$7$ 1$ 20$ 212$Liana$ 1$ 1$ 1$






























Malagasy$Tree$ Dbh$(cm)$ Height$(m)$ Activity$ GPS$Tsimamasatsokina$ 5$ 3.8$ Feeding$leaves$ (0310590,$8018396)$Rara$ 25.2$ 10.8$ Feeding$leaves$ (0310544,$8018526)$Tavolo$fotsy$ 9$ 10.1$ Resting$ (0310425,$8018627)$Voapaka$beravina$ 52$ 10.4$ Feeding$leaves/Resting$ (0310425,$8018627)$Zambo$ 30$ 10.9$ Moving$ (0310425,$8018627)$Antafonona$ 9$ 10.5$ Feeding$leaves,$bark/$Resting$ (0310390,$8018525)$
Nearest$Neighbor$ Focal$Female$Male$ 769$>20$meters$ 743$
Distance$ 0$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 8$ 10$ 12$ 15$ >20$Howard$ 64$ 110$ 235$ 160$ 60$ 30$ 32$ 26$ 46$ 4$ 1$ 743$
Table(6.195(Nearest(neighbor(of(indri(group(45(










































































Food$(N=593)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Tree$Bark$ 14$ 2.4%$Flowers$ 18$ 3.0%$Mature$Leaves$ 449$ 75.7%$Young$Leaves$ 112$ 18.9%$



















Size$of$Substrate$Used$in$Feeding$ Count$ Percentage$of$Use$Small$(1C5$cm)$ 156$ 26.3%$Medium$(6C10$cm)$ 346$ 58.3%$Large$(11C15$cm)$ 91$ 15.3%$














Food$ Horizontal$Total$Count$ %$ Oblique$Total$Count$ %$ Vertical$Total$Count$ %$ Total$Tree$Bark$ 14$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 0$ 0%$ 14$Flowers$ 0$ 0%$ 18$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 18$Mature$Leaves$ 181$ 40.3%$ 241$ 53.7%$ 27$ 6.0%$ 449$Young$Leaves$ 50$ 44.6%$ 48$ 42.9%$ 14$ 12.5%$ 112$Total$ 245$ $ 307$ $ 41$ $ $











+Locomotor$Modes$(N=87)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Climb$ 3$ 3.4%$L<1$ 2$ 2.3%$L1$ 20$ 23.0%$L2$ 29$ 33.3%$L3$ 22$ 25.3%$L4$ 9$ 10.3%$Vertical$Bound$ 2$ 2.3%$TOTAL$ 87$ 100%$$
+
+




















Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ Medium$ Large$Move$ 18$ 54$ 15$







































Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$Move$ 1$ 3$ 5$ 18$ 24$ 21$ 12$ 3$
Height$of$Substrate$ A$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$Climb$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 0$ 1$ 1$ 0$L<1$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 1$ 0$L1$ 0$ 1$ 2$ 5$ 5$ 4$ 1$ 2$L2$ 1$ 0$ 2$ 9$ 8$ 7$ 2$ 0$L3$ 0$ 2$ 1$ 3$ 9$ 2$ 5$ 0$L4$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 2$ 6$ 1$ 0$Vertical$Bound$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 0$ 1$ 1$Total$ 1$ 3$ 5$ 18$ 24$ 21$ 12$ 3$


















Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Liana$ Rav$Palm5$Move$ 1$ 2$ 2$ 1$ 2$ 16$ 61$ 1$ 1$











CL L<1 L1 L2 L3 L4 VB 
Positional Activity 
BETWEEN-SUBSTRATE 0 0 17 29 21 9 0 























































Postural$Modes$for$Rest$(N=697)$ Total$Count$ Percentage$Recline$ 12$ 1.7%$SitCExtend$ 248$ 35.6%$Sit$ 249$ 35.7%$Vertical$Cling$ 200$ 28.7%$






























Size$of$Substrate$ Small$ %$ Medium$ %$ Large$ %$ Total$Recline$ 0$ 0%$ 12$ 100%$ 0$ 0%$ 12$Sit$Extend$ 47$ 19.0%$ 116$ 46.8%$ 85$ 34.3%$ 248$Sit$ 56$ 22.5%$ 89$ 35.7%$ 104$ 41.8%$ 249$Vertical$Cling$ 7$ 3.5%$ 111$ 55.5%$ 82$ 41.0%$ 200$Total$ 110$ $ 328$ $ 271$ $ $
Horizontal$Count$ %$ Oblique$Count$ %$ Vertical$Count$ %$ Total$187$ 26.4%$ 437$ 61.6%$ 85$ 12.0%$ 709$























Quadrant$ 1$ 2$ 3$ 4$ 5$ 6$ 7$ Knot$ Liana$ Rav$Palm4$ Rav$Palm5$Rest$ 4$ 27$ 70$ 125$ 82$ 280$ 98$ 7$ 2$ 1$ 3$











Quadrant$ Horizontal$ Oblique$ Vertical$1$ 83$ 29$ 0$2$ 67$ 94$ 10$3$ 41$ 76$ 3$4$ 93$ 179$ 3$5$ 116$ 21$ 0$6$ 49$ 333$ 18$7$ 0$ 57$ 141$Knot$ 0$ 0$ 7$Liana$ 2$ 0$ 1$RavPalm4$ 1$ 0$ 0$RavPalm5$ 0$ 0$ 4$












$ Height$of$Tree$ $ $ $ $ $ $Height$of$Substrate$ B$ C$ D$ E$ F$ G$ H$ I$A$ 4$ $ $ 1$ 5$ $ $ $B$ $ 7$ $ $ 10$ 1$ $ $C$ $ $ 6$ 15$ 12$ 7$ 1$ $D$ $ $ 3$ 83$ 60$ 11$ 2$ $E$ $ $ $ 14$ 127$ 26$ 20$ $F$ $ $ 1$ $ 59$ 281$ 54$ 1$G$ $ $ $ $ $ 141$ 226$ $H$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 186$ 38$I$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ 26$


















Distance+of+nearest+neighbor($ The$50%$of$the$time$that$the$focal$male$was$with$his$group,$he$used$a$wide$range$of$distances$to$nearest$neighbor$with$the$most$frequent$distances$oscillating$between$one$and$four$meters$(Table$6.225).$ $ $$$$$$
(
Summary(Statement(Indri(Group(55(Microhabitat$features$influenced$group$55’s$movement,$feeding,$and$resting$behaviors.$$These$paragraphs$highlight$those$substrates$that$indri$group$55$utilized$at$a$higher$frequency$than$others,$but$as$noted$in$the$preceding$sections,$the$indri$in$this$group$were$adept$at$utilizing$a$wide$range$of$different$heights$and$substrates$for$resting,$eating,$and$moving.$$In$summary,$indri$group$55$used$medium$substrates$at$the$heights$of$9$to$11$meters$in$quadrants$4$and$6$on$oblique$
Nearest$Neighbor$ Focal$Male$Female/Juvenile$ 13$Female$ 233$Juvenile$ 206$Pink$ 249$>20$meters$ 712$



















































pockets$to$single$stems$and$viney$bamboo$that$took$over$the$forest$floor$and$the vertical space up to 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MALAGASY(TREE( FLOWERS$ FRUIT$ LEAVES$ LIANNA$FLOWERS$ LIANNA$FRUIT$ LIANNA$LEAVES$APANGA( $ $ 5$ $ $ $AZININA( $ $ 4$ $ $ $DONGAVELONA( 1$ $ $ 1$ $ 1$HAZOAMBOVAHY( $ 3$ $ $ 2$ 1$LIANNE( $ $ 12$ $ $ $MAMPAY( $ $ 3$ $ $ $RARA( $ $ 3$ $ $ $SOMOTRORANA( $ 3$ 1$ $ $ $TROVA$KELIRAVINA( $ $ 3$ $ $ $
EULEMUR(34((FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( FOOD((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ FLOWERS$ FRUIT$ LEAVES$ANTAFARA$ 4$ $ $FAMELONA$ $ 4$ 1$HAZOBOANGY$ 2$ $ $LIANNA$ $ 2$ 1$MAMPAY$ 2$ $ 2$MANDRESY$ $ 6$ $SADOKA$KELIRAVINA$ $ $ 4$
 422 
HAZOAMBO$ $$ 2$ $$ $$HAZOAMBOVAHY$ $$ $$ 2$ 2$LIANNE$ $$ 2$ 3$ $$MAMPAY$ $$ $$ 6$ $$RARA$ $$ $$ 2$ $$ROBANGA$ $$ $$ $$ 2$ROMENDAFA$ $$ $$ 2$ $$SAMATA$ 2$ $$ $$ $$SOMOTRORANA$ $$ $$ 5$ $$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ $$ $$ 1$ $$VOFONAKOHO$ 1$ $$ 1$ $$VONGO$BERAVINA$ $$ $$ 2$ $$ZAMBO$ $$ $$ 3$ $$$
SIFAKA(GROUP(10(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( ACTIVITY((N)($MALAGASY$TREE$ MOVE$ REST$AFOPOTSY$ 1$ 1$ANTAFONANA$ 1$ 1$AZININA$ 5$ 2$HAZOAMBO$ 1$ 1$LALOTINA$ 4$ $LIANNE$ 1$ $MAMPAY$ 1$ $OMBARY$ 1$ 1$RAMY$ 2$ 1$RARA$ 3$ 1$RAVINALA$ 2$ $SOMOTRORANA$ $ 1$TARANTANA$ 5$ $TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 5$ 1$TROVA$KELIRAVINA$ 2$ 1$VONGO$KELIRAVINA$ 2$ $$
INDRI(40(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( ACTIVITY((N)(Malagasy$Tree$ MOVE$ REST$ANTAFONANA$ 2$ 2$ANTAVARATRA$ $ 3$AZININA$ 5$ 3$FAMELONA$ 1$ 1$HAZOBOANGY$ 3$ 2$LALOTINA$ 9$ 1$LONGOTRA$ 1$ 2$MAMPAY$ 8$ 2$OMBARY$ 3$ 2$RAMY$ 4$ 4$
 423 
RARA$ 6$ 3$RAVINALA$ 4$ $ROTRA$ 1$ 1$SOMOTRORANA$ 1$ 1$TARANTANA$ 2$ $TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 3$ 2$TROVA$ 1$ 1$TROVA$KELIRAVINA$ 1$ 2$TSIPATIKA$ $ 2$VOANTALANINA$KELIRAVINA$ $ 1$VOAPAKA$BERAVINA$ 1$ 2$ZANAMENA$ 2$ 3$$
INDRI(40( FOOD((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ FLOWERS$ FRUIT$ LEAVES$ANTAFONANA$ 1$ $ 3$ANTAVARATRA$ $ $ 3$AZININA$ $ $ 8$LONGOTRA$ $ $ 3$RARA$ $ $ 15$ROMDENDAFA$ $ 1$ $TAVOLO$FOTSY$ $ $ 8$TAVOLO$MENA$ $ $ 2$VOAPAKA$BERAVINA$ $ $ 2$ZAMBO$ $ $ 5$
$
INDRI(50(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( ACTIVITY((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ MOVE$ REST$AMPANA$ 2$ $ARINA$ 1$ 1$AZININA$ 1$ 4$HAZOMAINTY$ $ 2$LOMBIRO$ 2$ 1$LONGOTRA$ $ 2$MAMPAY$ 2$ 2$MAROANDO$ 1$ 1$
INDRI(50(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( FOOD((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ FLOWERS$ FRUIT$ LEAVES$ANTAFONANA$ 8$ $ 1$AZININA$ $ $ 4$AZININA$BERAVINA$ $ $ 2$LONGOTRA$ $ $ 5$RARA$ $ 9$ 10$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 2$ $ 3$TAVOLO$MENA$ $ $ 2$
 424 
OMBARY$ 1$ 1$OMPA$ 1$ 1$RARA$ 1$ 3$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 5$ $$
INDRI(14(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( FOOD((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ FLOWERS$ LEAVES$ANTAFARA$ 1$ 1$ANTAFONANA$ $ 6$AZININA$ $ 7$LONGOTRA$ $ 2$MAMPAY$ $ 6$RARA$ $ 8$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ $ 2$VINTANONA$ 2$ $$
INDRI(14(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( ACTIVITY((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ MOVE$ REST$AZININA$ 2$ 2$LALOTINA$ $ 1$LONGOTRA$ 2$ 1$MAMPAY$ 2$ 2$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 4$ $TROVA$ 2$ $$$
INDRI(45(FREQUENTLY(USED(
TREES( FOOD((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ BARK$ FLOWERS$ LEAVES$AZININA$ $ $ 2$LONGOTRA$ $ $ 3$RARA$ $ $ 5$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 1$ $ 4$TAVOLO$MENA$ $ $ 2$TSIMAMASATSOKINA$ $ $ 2$VINTANONA$ $ 1$ 1$VOAPAKA$BERAVINA$ $ $ 2$ZAMBO$ $ 1$ 3$$
INDRI(45(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( ACTIVITY((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ MOVE$ REST$AFOMENA$ 3$ $AZININA$ 1$ 3$LALOTINA$ 3$ $MAMPAY$ $ 2$RARA$ 4$ 5$TARANTANA$ 2$ 2$
 425 
TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 3$ 2$VINTANONA$ 1$ 1$VOAPAKA$BERAVINA$ $ 2$VOAPAKA$KELIRAVINA$ 5$ 4$ZAMBO$ 2$ $$
INDRI(55(FREQUENTLY(USED(TREES( FOOD((N)(MALAGASY$TREE$ FRUIT$ LEAVES$ANTAFONANA$ $ 6$AZININA$ $ 3$MAMPAY$ $ 4$RARA$ $ 10$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ 1$ 8$TAVOLO$MENA$ $ 2$VOAPAKA$BERAVINA$ $ 3$VOAPAKA$KELIRAVINA$ $ 3$$
















































HAZOBOANGY$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ SUREGADA$SP$HAZOMAFANA$ EBENACEAE$ DIOSPYROS$SPP$HAZOMAINTY$ EBENACEAE$ DIOSPYROS$SPP$HAZOMAMY$ ANISOPHYLEACEAE$ ANYSOPHYLLEA$FALLAX$HAZOMBOANGY$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ SUREGADA$SP$HAZONDOMOINA$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ TANNODIA$SP$LALOTINA$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ ANTHOSTEMA$MADAGASCARIENSIS$LENDENA$ GENTIANACEAE$ ANTHOCLEISTA$AMPLEXICAULIS$LONGOTRA$ LAURACEAE$ ASPIDOSTEMON$SPP$MAMPAY$ FABACEAE$ CYNOMETRA$SPP$MAROANDO$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ BLOTIA$SP$MENAHIHY$ ANACARDIACEAE$ CAMPYLOSPERMUM$SP$MENAVOZONA$ ARECACEAE$ DYPSIS$LASTELLIANA$MOLANGA$ MALVACEAE$ DOMBEYA$SP$OMBARY$ ANNONACEAE$ ISOLONA$SP$OVOBOLA$ ARECACEAE$ ORIANA$TRISPATHA$RAMY$ BURSERACEAE$ CANARIUM$MADAGASCARIENSIS$RAVINALA$ STRELITZIACEAE$ RAVENALA$MADAGASCARIENSIS$ROMENDAFA$ SAPINDACEAE$ TINOPSIS$SP$ROTRA$ MYRISTICEAE$ SYZYGIUM$SP$SADOKA$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTHERA$SP$SADOKA$KELIRAVINA$ RUBIACEAE$ GAERTHERA$SP$SAMATA$ APOCYNACEAE$ CERBERA$MANGHAS$SOMOTRONANA$ SAPINDACEAE$ STADMANIA$SP$TARANTANA$ ANACARDIACEAE$ MICHRONYCHIA$MACROPHILIA$TAVOLO$FOTSY$ LAURACEAE$ CRYPTOCARYA$SP$TAVOLO$MENA$ LAURACEAE$ CRYPTOCARYA$SP$TAVOLO$PIKA$ LAURACEAE$ CRYPTOCARYA$SP$TROTROKA$ MELASTOMACEAE$ DICHAETANTHERA$SP$TROVA$BERAVINA$ MORACEAE$ TRECULIN$SP$TSIMAMASATSOKINA$ MELASTOMATACEAE$ MEMECYLON$SPP$TSIPATIKA$ MORACEAE$ STREBLUS$SPP$VINTANONA$ CLUSIACEAE$ CALOPHYLLUM$SP$VOALOHAKOHO$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ OMPHALEA$OPPOSITITOLIA$VOANTALANINA$ RUBIACEAE$ ROTHMANNIA$SP$VOANTALARINA$KELIRAVINA$ RUBIACEAE$ ROTHMANNIA$SP$VOAPAKA$BERAVINA$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ UAPACA$AMPLIFOLIA$VOAPAKA$KELIRAVINA$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ UAPACA$LOUVELLII$VOAPAKA$MADIN'DINIRAVINA$ EUPHORBIACEAE$ UAPACA$SP$
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!
PATCH!NAME! CANOPY!!COVER!%! ELEVATION!(M)! 1!to!5!CM!DBH/100M2! 6!to!10!CM!DBH/100M2! 11!to!20!CM!DBH/100M2! 21+!CM!DBH/100M2!GUAVA!AVERAGE! 70.7! 350.0! 9.8! 6.3! 1.2! 1.6!ZUBENUBI!AVERAGE! 77.1! 453.0! 12.8! 13.8! 5.3! 1.8!ZUBENUBI!APRES!AVERAGE! 70.1! 467.0! 20.0! 19.0! 4.0! 12.0!SAHAKOHO!ADJACENT!AVERAGE! 72.0! 416.0! 20.0! 19.0! 5.0! 4.0!SAHAKOHO!AVERAGE! 86.5! 376.0! 28.8! 19.3! 14.3! 6.8!SAHABEFOZA!AVERAGE! 68.2! 352.0! 21.5! 14.3! 4.0! 2.5!SAHABEFOZA!AVANT!AVERAGE! 80.0! 352.0! 53.0! 17.0! 3.0! 3.0!FARA!AVERAGE! 70.9! 430.0! 26.5! 5.5! 8.8! 3.8!750/850!AVERAGE! 69.8! 390.0! 45.0! 38.0! 1.0! 1.0!800K900!AVERAGE! 70.4! 332.0! 30.5! 15.8! 5.3! 4.8!BETAKONONA!AVERAGE! 77.4! 416.0! 33.0! 12.5! 6.8! 6.8!1600!AVERAGE! 94.5! 394.0! 42.8! 8.0! 7.5! 3.0!
!
PATCH!NAME! 6!TO!10!CM!DBH!TRUNK!DISTANCE!(TD)!(M)! 11!TO!20!CM!DBH!TD!(M)! 21+!CM!DBH!TD!(M)! 6!TO!10!TRUNK!SPATIAL!PATTERN!(SP)! 11!TO!20!CM!DBH!SP! 21+!CM!DBH!SP!GUAVA!AVERAGE! <1!TO!2=3! 3.8! 1!to!3,4! EQUAL/CLUMPED! EQUAL! CLUMPED!ZUBENUBI!AVERAGE! 1!TO!3=4! 1!TO!2! 4.0! EQUAL! EQUAL/CLUMPED! EQUAL!ZUBENUBI!APRES!AVERAGE! <1!! 1!TO!3=4! <1!to!3=4! EQUAL! CLUMPED! CLUMPED!SAHAKOHO!ADJACENT!AVERAGE! <1!! 1.0! 1.0! EQUAL! EQUAL! EQUAL!SAHAKOHO!AVERAGE! <1!! <1! 1!TO!2! EQUAL! EQUAL! EQUAL!SAHABEFOZA!AVERAGE! 1.0! 1!TO!2! 2!TO!7! EQUAL! EQUAL! CLUMPED!SAHABEFOZA!AVANT!AVERAGE! <1! 1!TO!2! <1!TO!3! EQUAL! EQUAL! CLUMPED!FARA!AVERAGE! 1!TO!3=4! 1.0! 1!TO!4=5! CLUMPED! EQUAL! CLUMPED!750/850!AVERAGE! 1.0! <1!TO!10! <1!TO!10! EQUAL! CLUMPED! CLUMPED!800=900!AVERAGE! 1.0! 2!TO!3! 1!TO!6! EQUAL! EQUAL/CLUMPED! CLUMPED!BETAKONONA!AVERAGE! <1! 1.0! 1!TO!3=4! EQUAL! EQUAL! CLUMPED!1600!AVERAGE! 1.0! 1!TO!2=3! 2!TO!4=5! EQUAL! EQUAL! EQUAL!




PATCH&NAME& HEIGHT&1&TOTAL&CANOPY&DISTANCE&(TCD)& HEIGHT&2&TCD& HEIGHT&3&TCD& CANOPY&HEIGHT&1&AVE&(M)& CANOPY&HEIGHT&2&AVE&(M)& CANOPY&HEIGHT&3&AVE&(M)& CANOPY&HEIGHT&4&AVE&(M)&GUAVA&AVERAGE& A& F& F& 3.7& 4.6& 8.3& 0.0&ZUBENUBI&AVERAGE& A& C& E& 6.3& 9.1& 12.3& 0.0&ZUBENUBI&APRES&AVERAGE& A& B& A& 6.0& 9.2& 12.4& 0.0&SAHAKOHO&ADJACENT&AVERAGE& A& A& E& 6.3& 10.3& 12.0& 0.0&SAHAKOHO&AVERAGE& A& B& B& 5.4& 11.9& 16.4& 0.0&SAHABEFOZA&AVERAGE& A& A& E& 3.5& 7.4& 11.4& 0.0&SAHABEFOZA&AVANT&AVERAGE& A& A& C& 3.4& 6.3& 10.4& 0.0&FARA&AVERAGE& B& A& A& 4.8& 7.8& 15.0& 19.7&750/850&AVERAGE& A& A& E& 3.8& 6.3& 0.0& 0.0&800G900&AVERAGE& A& B& E& 4.1& 7.4& 11.1& 0.0&BETAKONONA&AVERAGE& B& A& D& 4.6& 8.7& 17.8& 0.0&1600&AVERAGE& A& B& E& 5.2& 9.4& 14.0& 0.0&&!
PATCH!NAME! NUMBER!OF!LONGOZA/100M2! L0NGOZA!ADJACENT!TO!PLOT! BAMBOO/100M2! HERBS/100M2! NEW!GROWTH!0.3M/100M2!
NEW!GROWTH!1.25!TO!1.9M/100M2!GUAVA!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 6.2! 1.4! 1.6!ZUBENUBI!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 2.5! 1.3! 1.0!ZUBENUBI!APRES!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 2.5! 2.8! 1.8!SAHAKOHO!ADJACENT!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.5! 0.0! 1.5! 4.5! 3.5!SAHAKOHO!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 4.4! 1.2! 0.8!SAHABEFOZA!AVERAGE! 0.0! 1.0! 0.0! 6.8! 0.5! 0.7!SAHABEFOZA!AVANT!AVERAGE! 0.0! 1.0! 0.0! 1.3! 4.3! 0.4!FARA!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 2.3! 13.6! 1.3! 1.0!750/850!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 1.0! 2.0! 1.1!800E900!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 5.1! 0.8! 2.0!BETAKONONA!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 6.1! 0.8! 2.0!1600!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! 13.3! 2.0! 5.5!
!
PATCH!NAME! RAVINALA!100M2! RAVINALA!HEIGHT!(M)! GUAVA!TREES/100M2! NEARBY!STREAM?! DEAD!STANDING!TREES/100M2! DEAD!FALLEN!!TREES!/100M2!GUAVA!AVERAGE! 8.3! 11.3! 84.8! NO!STREAM! 1.5! 1.0!ZUBENUBI!AVERAGE! 0.3! 11.9! 0.0! NO!STREAM! 0.8! 4.5!ZUBENUBI!APRES!AVERAGE! 0.2! 0.0! 0.0! NO!STREAM! 2.0! 0.0!SAHAKOHO!ADJACENT!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! NO!STREAM! 2.0! 2.0!SAHAKOHO!AVERAGE! 3.0! 11.3! 2.0! NO!STREAM! 0.5! 0.8!SAHABEFOZA!AVERAGE! 2.3! 7.3! 7.5! STREAM! 0.0! 0.3!SAHABEFOZA!AVANT!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! STREAM! 0.0! 0.3!FARA!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! STREAM! 2.3! 3.8!750/850!AVERAGE! 18.0! 4.7! 73.0! NO!STREAM! 0.8! 0.8!800G900!AVERAGE! 4.8! 6.5! 1.3! NO!STREAM! 0.0! 0.3!BETAKONONA!AVERAGE! 0.0! 0.0! 0.0! NO!STREAM! 0.0! 4.0!1600!AVERAGE! 0.5! 0.0! 0.0! NO!STREAM! 0.0! 1.0!
PATCH&NAME& SLOPE&(DEGREES)& EMERGENT&TREES/100M2& EMERGENT&TREE&HEIGHT&(M)&& PALMS/100M2& LIANA/100M2&GUAVA&AVERAGE& 29.5& 1.0& 8.6& 1.3& 10.8&ZUBENUBI&AVERAGE& 24.3& 1.0& 20.3& 0.8& 110.0&ZUBENUBI&APRES&AVERAGE& 25.0& 0.0& 0.0& 3.0& 64.0&SAHAKOHO&ADJACENT&AVERAGE& 26.0& 0.0& 0.0& 2.0& 39.0&SAHAKOHO&AVERAGE& 24.0& 0.3& 20.3& 1.6& 21.0&SAHABEFOZA&AVERAGE& 13.5& 0.8& 14.1& 2.0& 16.5&SAHABEFOZA&AVANT&AVERAGE& 36.0& 0.0& 0.0& 6.3& 6.0&FARA&AVERAGE& 32.8& 1.0& 31.3& 4.0& 10.3&750/850&AVERAGE& 30.8& 0.0& 0.0& 3.3& 18.5&800F900&AVERAGE& 27.3& 1.0& 15.7& 0.8& 25.0&BETAKONONA&AVERAGE& 32.0& 0.0& 0.0& 0.0& 11.0&1600&AVERAGE& 20.0& 1.3& 15.6& 0.0& 42.0&&
$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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